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Geology professor dies of cancer at 61
Memorial service to be held Friday
at 4 p.m. in Leeolou Alumni Center
BY SHARON SCHIFF

senior writer
An assistant professor in
the department of geology
and environmental science
passed away from cancer
early Tuesday morning at the
University of Virginia medical
hospital in Charlottesville.
William Frangos, 61, who
was diagnosed with cancer
in September, completed his

Ph.D. at the University of
California-Berkeley in 2000,
and then came to JMU that
same year.
Frangos was very instrumental in establishing the
geophysics program, acquiring equipment and obtaining
grants for the program, said
Stan Ulanski, department
head of geology and environmental science. Frangos
also enhanced the geophysics

quantitative approach, said scholar," Ulanski said. "He
David Brakkem, dean of the goes way beyond profescollege of science and math- sional interactions, but also
ematics.
Frangos ^^"^
personal."
taught
General
Brakkem
said
Education science
the department is
classes extensively.
shocked and disapHe had been schedpointed. "Our hearts
uled to teach several
go out to his famrlsssui, including a
ily." Brakke said.
GSCI101 section, for
"He will be tremennext semester.
dously missed."
Franco*
Ulanski said he
Brakke
said
was a good friend
Frangos connected
and very interested in peo- with all types of people all
ple. "Everyone thought over campus, as well as the
highly of him as a scientific community.

JMU spokesman Andy
Perrine said Frangos' death
"happened so quickly."
Perrine added that Frangos
was one of those people you
never forget after meeting
them just once.
"He was a terrific faculty
member and a great conversationalist," Perrine said. "It is
a real loss for the community
and everyone is very sad."
A memorial will be held
tomorrow from 4 to 5 p.m.
in the Madison Alumni
Great Room at the Leeolou
Alumni Center.
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Duke Dog
to appear
on 'Today
Show'
BY MARIA NOSAL

staff writer
Duke Dog will appear on
NBC's ' loday Show" tomorrow between 7 and 10 a.m. as
part of the Capital One AilAmerican Mascot team
Duke Dog also will participate in the Ukrops Christmas
Parade in Richmond Saturday,
which will be televised nationally on CBS with about 7,000
people in attendance. The
Richmond JMU Alumni chapter created a float to promote
Duke Dog.
Duke Dog has a winning
streak of 7-0 in the Capital One
Mascot Bowl.
"University of Maryland's
news editor called me interested in how JMU has been
promoting and winning," said
senior Mike Keown, intern for
the athletic marketing department. "It's just been a joint
effort between students, alumni
and faculty; if s really a coordinated effort."
E-mails are sent out weekly to alumni chapters, the
Student Duke Club and all
athletic and JMU marketing
offices, Keown said.
"Fans look at the competition and say ifs a way we
can affect an athletics outcome,
unlike a football game where
they can't help," said Brad
Edmondson, director of athletics marketing.
Beyond the sense of school
spirit, some are enjoying the
media attention.
"1 think ifs great — not just
lor Duke Dog, but for the whole
•*ool with the free publicity,"
Duk* Dog said. "Lots of people
are getting involved — students,
their families and even alumni."
Duke Dog fir,, mtde ^
appearance on Nov. 30,1982, at
amen's basketball game against
the Virginia Military Institute.
He was named after the president of JMU from i919 to 1949
Samuel Duke and hi. pet bulldog. Ever „nce, Duke Dog has
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Looking ahead
senior writer

There are many questions swirling
about the future of JMU's Division 1AA football program — an expanded
stadium, a growing fan base and
an A-10 championship have many
discussing the possibility of JMU
moving to Division I-A.
Football coach Mickey Matthews
said it is only natural for people to talk

about the future prospect.
"There is always discussion
and we are constantly looking at
it," Matthews said. "1 believe the
opportunity will present Itself to
become a Division 1-A program."
Although
discussion
does
frequently arise about the possibility
of changing from Division I-AA to I-A
Athletic Director Jeffrey Bourne said it
will not happen in the near future.
"Weverymuchplantobeacontender

Two suspects, a 15-year-old
and a 25-year-old, wanted for
capital murder in commission
of a robbery have been arrested,
according to the Harrisonburg
Police Department.
Sgt. Shane Brown of the
HPD said Brandon Wise
Thompson, 15, and Nicholas
Everette Wright, 25, turned
themselves in to police at 5
a.m. Wednesday morning.
The two
are
being
held with a
third suspect,
an unnamed
14-year-old,
in connection
with the murder of Bruce
Brandon
"Buddy" Tnompacm,
Nelson Jr. The at* 15, waa
54-year-old amatadand
was shot and cnanjed with
killed at his tha recant
Harrisonburg murdar near
residence Harrlaonburg
Croaatng.
three weeks
ago.
The
shooting took place near
Harrisonburg Crossing.
"As of now, we are satisfied that we have the three
suspects that are primarily responsible," Brown said.
Brown declined to explain
the circumstances surrounding Mi Mbb«rv
Police released a warrant notification Nov. 23 for
Thompson and Wright. JMU
Public Safety issued a timely warning notification the
same day, warning that the
two suspects were considered
armed and dangerous.
Brown said that, while the
JMU police issued a warning,
"the JMU community was at
no more risk than everyone else
[in Harrisonburg]."
JMU spokesman Andy
Perrine said, "The reason
why we issued a timely
notification was because the
shooting happened adjacent
to campus. We wanted to
let everyone know that the
shooter was at large."
The homicide took place
at Nelson's residence at 208
Governor's Lane.
— from staff reports

ONLINE SPECIAL

Football program discusses Division I-A future
BY SHARON SCHIFP

Police
arrest 2
murder
suspects

for the national championship on a
frequent basis," Bourne said. "Once
we have proved that we can compete
consistently at this level then we will
look at other options."
To become a Division I-A team, JMU
would need to expand its stadium to
seat 17,000, up from its current seating
capacity of about 14,000, Bourne said.
In addition, concessions and bathroom
set D-l, page 5

The Student
Senate passed four
resolution bills
Tuesday.
< .lii'ik out the

story on
www. thebreeze. org

Carrier Library open 24 hours during exam week
BY KATIE KELLOOO

staff writer
Students will be able to
squeeze in a few extra hours
of study time at Carrier
Library this year because of
the library's new 24-hour
exam week schedule
Beginning 10 a.m. Sunday,
the library will remain open
continuously until 1 a.m. on
Friday, Dec. 10.

Last year, the library was
open between the hours of 6
a.m. and 2 ajn., closing down
for the four hours in between.
Student body president Tom
Culligan worked with JMU
administration to ensure students had a place to study.
"1 know different students operate on different
schedules," Culligan said.
"We want to provide as many
options as possible "

Ralph Alberico, dean of
libraries, said, "There aren't that
many places students can go at
that hour and be safe." Several
years ago, the library was open
24 hours during exam week,
Alberico said Due to budgetary
cutraints, JMU was temporarily
unable to continue the policy
Now that students once
again have the opportunity to
study in the library all night,
Alberico said he hopes stu-

dents will make use of the
libraries extended hours.
"I would encourage students, since we are open, to
take advantage of the opportunity," he said.
Culligan said he received
a lot of positive feedback for
the idea during his campaign
for student body president last
spring. "A lot of students told
me that it was an importani
Issue as 1 was campaigning, and

• * « •«

thought that it would show thiit
JMU took academics very seriuu.'.lv. C allu'.iu sdui
Both Alberico and Culligan
pointed out that if the students proved there was a need
for the library to be open 24
hours, it could lead, to longer
library hours in tka future.
"I think that if there is a proven demand, in the spsjng the
administration MCSllSSkrader
other options," Oass^i
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Saturday, Dec. 4

Exit 245, a cappella group, is having its endof-thayear blowout, "Snowed In." The show will be at the College
Center Grand Ballroom at 9 p.m The cost Is $4.

The Williamaburg 45th Annual Christmas Home Tour
praaeroed by Green Spring Garden Club will depart al 7 a.m.
and relum about 6 p.m. The cost is $65. Price includes admission ticket and transportation. For more information contact
Bobbl Elliot at arbomtumOlmu.edu or visit recreation/about/
jobs.shtml to gel an application.

BY SHARON SCHIFF/

news intern

SfHSUIr
What's the weirdest
holiday tradition
your family has?
"We open all of
out presents at
midnight on
Christmas Eve
sowetdii
sleep In on
Christmas day"

A JMU student reported an unknown college-age lemale
entered a room while victim was sleeping. Subject urinated on
chair and left in Chesapeake Hall on Nov 13 at 4 a.m.

Property Damage

Total parking tickets since Aug. 19: 11.294

Frank Ft. Berndt, 19, of Richmond, was charged with drunk in
public and underage possession of alcohol on Nov. 20 at 2:11
a.m. on Greek Flow.

Total drunk In public since Aug. 19 46
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Narcotics Violation

Underage Possession/Drunk in Public
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James W Kelly, 19, ol Bkiemont, was charged with possession
of marijuana at Chandler Hall on Nov 23 at 9:50 p.m.

A narcotics violation In Eagle Hall Nov. 24 at 8 a.m. currently is
under investigation.
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Managing Editor:
Kelly Jasper
(540) 568-3694
breezeedltorOhotmail. com

Three JMU students were charged with possession ol marijuana
at the Edith J. Carrier Arboretum on Nov. 23 at 1207 a.m.

Staff personnel reported an unknown person(s) damaged a
bicycle behind Eagle Hall between Nov. 19 al 2:30 p.m. and
Nov. 20 at 4 p.m.

Uttor in dutf
MtMgmg edtlc
Ad* mtrugrr
Sew* editor

1402 Devon Lane
Nursing
sixth year seniors

Editor:
Alison Fargo
(5401 566-3694
tyeazeeditorOhotmail.com

A JMU student reported the theft of a bicycle from Chesapeake
Enc T. Cullen, 21. of Falls Church, was charged with drunk In
Hall between Nov. 25 at 4 p.m. and Nov. 28 al 2:35 p.m.
public on Greek Row on Nov. 23 at 2:35 am
Police reported subjects carrying street signs in C4 lot on Nov.
21 at 1:37 a.m. Subjects dropped the signs and fled the scene. Possession of Marijuana
James T. Madry, 18. ol Centreville. was charged with possession
Petit Larceny
of maniuana on Nov. 22 at 12:21 a.m. at Eagle Hall
A JMU student reported an unknown person had taken a pair
of leans and JAC card from Godwin Hall on Nov 16 between 2 A JMU student was charged with possession of marijuana at
Frederlckson Hall on Nov. 22 at 9:54 p.m The case still is under
and 3:30 p.m.
Investigation, pending lab results.

George A. Wender. 19. of Pequoson. was charged with drunk
in public on Nov. 21 at 1:39 a.m. at Duke Drive basketball

"We dance and
sing merrily
around the
Christmas tree
while wearing
our Sunday best"

Main Telephone:
(540)568-6127

A JMU student was charged with underage possession ol alcohol and referred to Judicial Affairs on Nov 22 at 12:59 a.m. in
Garber Hall.

Trespassing

2, 2004

The Breeze is published Monday
and Thursday mornings and
distributed throughout James
Madison University and the local
Harrlaonburg community. Comments end complaints should be
addressed to Alison Fargo, editor

George A Wender. 19, ol Pequoson, was charged with drunk in
public on Nov. 21 at 1:39 a.m. at Duke Drive basketball court.
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"On Christmas
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CORRECTION

Photo/Graphics
Office:

In the Nov. 22 issue of The Breeze. Information about Junior
Hunter Hanger was incorrect. Hanger is a public administration.
not business, major,
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BY RACHANA DIXIT

The JMU Marching Royal
Dukes will lead the downtown Harrisonburg Holiday
Parade on Friday, Dec. 3.
They will perform the song,
"We Need a Little Christmas."
The parade will begin
at 7 p.m. and is sponsored
by the Harrisonburg and
Rockingham County Parks
and Recreation Departments
and the Downtown Retail
Merchants Association.
The route will begin at
the Harrisonburg Municipal
Building and ends at the
Rockingham County Offices.
The Marching Royal
Dukes then will present a
concert afterward at about
8 p.m. The concert will take
place on Court Square. They
will perform several seasonal
selections for free.

staff writer

Virginia Repertory Dance
Company to perform
The JMU school of theatre and dance will present the Virginia Repertory
Dance Company in concert
on Dec. 2, 3 and 4 at 8 p.m.
in the Latimer-Shaeffer
Theatre in Duke Hall.
JMU dancers will perform
the choreography of JMU faculty and guest artists
The company will perform Cole Porter's work,
"Walking Stories," along
with
Ting-Yu
Chen's
ensemble piece, "So You
Play," Mark Taylor's choreographed "Aria," Shane
O'Hara's "Love on the
Thames ... with Chorus"
and Miller-Corso's trio, "In
The Spotlight."
Tickets are $8 general
admission and $6 for children under 12, senior citizens and J AC card holders.
For advance tickets and
further ticket information
call JMU's Masterpiece
Season box office at x87000, or visit them in
Wilson Hall, suite 105.

CAiruN FIWJ**,***^
Sophomora Canto Rhodes purchases pizza at Market On*. Students with spring semester meal
plans will not be affected by the Increase In food price* at dink* location, on campus.

While the costs of food
rises for Dining Services, students preparing to purchase
meal plans for the spring semester will not see an increase
in meal plan costs.
Meal plan prices potentially could increase in upcoming
years, even though prices have
not yet been determined.
The rise in prices comes
from the lack of produce
coming in from Florida
because of the hurricanes,
said Clete Myers, the resident district manager for
Dining Services.
'Tomatoes, specifically, are
currently much [more costly]
than normaL" Myers said. "Poultry products are (more costlyl
than usual as well. Higher gasoline prices have also affected the
costs of some goods."
Myers said the pricing ot
^ p|ans ^ not bien d^r.
mined for next year. The pricing
for meal plans is determined

during the spring semester for
the following fall.
Factors that determine
meal plan pricing are the rate
of inflation of food, pay increases and insurance benefits
for Dining Services employees, Myers said.
"Dining Services is a selfsupporting entity, receiving no
funding from the Commonwealth," Myers said.
For the future, some students have thoughts on what
they would do about their
spending and their meal plan.
"I would hope that [Dining Services] would increase
the cost only as much as
they needed to," sophomore
Mike Olson said.
Sophomore Veronica Peters
said, "I hope I'm not here if and
when dining prices go up."
Myers also advised students about spending habits. He said students should
"spend within their means
and choose the dining option or meal plan that best
meets their need."

As graduation nears, students start job, grad school hunt
Students begin making post-grad plans
BY STEPHANIE STRAUSS

senior writer
With about six months until
graduation, seniors are at various stages of preparing for their
lives after college.
Progress of the job hunt varies
by major. "Most accounting majors
already have jobs," said Lee Ward,
director of the Academic Advising
and Career Development Center.
"On the other end of the continuum, liberal arts majors haven't
even begun their job search." He
added that this is very typical,
since many liberal arts majors ate
applying to graduate school in lieu
of searching for a job.
"I am an interior design major,
so I am in the process of trying to
update my portfolio to show potential clients," senior Lisa Acker
said. She said she plans to send out
more than 50 resumes to architecture firms. Senior chemistry major
Amanda Anderson is graduating
in May, but she decided to pursue

Arboretum to hold
centerpiece workshop
The Edith J. Carrier
Arboretum and Botanical
Gardens will hold a Dec. 16
holiday centerpiece workshop taught by Melanie
Rowan, an arboretum volunteer and master gardener.
The workshop will
include an instructional
video demonstrating proper pruning techniques for
gathering greenery.
The centerpieces will be
made with twigs, cones, berries, greens and accessories
of faux fruit and candles.
All materials will be furnished, and participants
are asked to bring clippers
and a container. The cost
of the workshop is $35 and
the class is limited to 20
participants. Registration is
required by calling the arboretum office at x8-3194.

Muffh
Mufflers
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Fla. hurricanes lead
to higher food prices

Marching Royal Dukes
to perform in parade
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a different career path.
"This past semester, I decided
that I didn't want to deal with the
hassles of the competitiveness and
legality of veterinary medicine, and
decided that 1 wanted to pursue a
career in zoology," Anderson said.
Senior Amanda Day plans to
work at home for a year and attend
graduate school the following year
She said one of the most beneficial
steps in her job hunt was to begin
looking early. "I did my research
during the fall semester and began
narrowing down opportunities
and am meeting with people over
Christmas break," Day said. "I
think this is going to ease some of
the stress towards the end of next
spring semester for me."
Other seniors will travel after graduation before beginning
a job search.
"My roommates and I are planning on taking the summer off and
working at the beach before we start
see NANS, page H

JMU offers job resources to students
BY KATIE KELLOGG

staff writer
JMU offers a wide variety of job
and internship resources to aid seniors during their job search.
The Academic Advising and Career Development Resource Center,
located in Wilson Hall, room 301, offers such programs as resume1 writing
workshops, internship resources, job
directories and graduate school information, as well as career counselors
to help students along.
Lee Ward, the director of Academic Advising and Career Development,
said not enough students take advantage of the AACDRC especially early
in their academic career.
Ward suggests students begin the
process of locating a job for after graduation as soon as possible. He recommends taking advantage of the career
counselors at the AACDRC who help
students pinpoint what they want to
do, what their skills are and what they
are best suited for. "One thing students
need to always be thinking about is

the direction that they are going," he
said. Ward also recommends students
serve an internship during their college years, preferably their sophomore
or |unior years.
Students searching tor jobs or internships can take advantage of the
on-campus interview program. "We
provide the opportunity for students to
speak to employers' right on campus,
which is a convenience to both," said
David Chase, co-coordinator of the Oncampus Interviewing Program.
The program provides students
with a chance to not only gain inter
views with employers lor full-rime
work, but also for internships as well.
Popular employers who use the JMU
on-campus interviewing program
range from Wachovia to USA Today to
the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
like many graduating seniors, sei >le Maier is concerned with
finu ,0 employment after she leaves
JMU "1 have a general idea of what
1 want to do but 1 don't know how to
look fur a job," Maier said. Maier said
she intends to return to the center.

Safety precautions important for students in off-campus housing
follow to prevent break-ms and
burglaries during Winter Break.
"The most important thing
is to make the house look
lived in," said junior Heather
Forrester from the Office of
Off-Campus Life. "Leaving a
light on in the common area or
using a timer is a good idea."
A timer turns an appliance on
and off at certain intervals.
Forrester also stressed the

BY COLLEBN SCHORN

senior writer
In 2003. there were 195
burglaries and break-ins in
Harrisonburg. To date in 2004,
there have been 258, said Sgt.
Shane Brown, who works for
the Crime Prevention Unit of
the Harrisonburg Police.
There are several tips students living off campus should

Alignment

A/C Service

Batteries & Starters
Maintenance Services
Stai
Oil Changes Belts & Hoses Tune-Ups
& Struts State Inspection
MONDAY - FRIDAY 7:30AM 6:00PM
SATURDAY 7:30AM - 2:00PM

540.432.6623

students should take computers and other valuables home
with them. Valuables left behind should be inventoried.
JMU Police Chief Lee Shifflett suggested recording serial
numbers and taking photos of
valuables left behind.
It may be important to
know if a complex changes the
locks and locking mechanisms
each year, Shitflett added.

"I would ensure that
the sliding glass door has a
wedge or other device in the
track to ensure that it locks
properly," Shitflett said. He
also suggested stopping mail
and newspaper delivery.
Shitflett said students who
do not live in traditional college housing should get to
see SAFETY. pagtS
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importance of checking smoke
alarms before leaving and unplugging electrical equipment
to prevent a fire.
Students with apartments
on ground floors should
close their blinds to prevent
people from looking in, and
everyone should make sure
all doors and windows are
locked, Forrester added.
Forrester also said that
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2005 unlimited all beds when purchased before Dec 15
Regular price is

Purchase before Dec. 15 to receive the
special price of

You bet you will if you renew or sign up
with Ashby before December 10th

p9^q^

Y°u will get $10 orT'05'06 market rates.

Bonus
Three free samples when you buy this package now
Special expires Dec. 15

Ashby Crossing provides
all that you need!
Rent includes:
-Free Cable
-Free Phone
-Free Etherm

Ashb
Asnny.

rossini

"Remember Caribbean Tan takes all major
Credit cards. Call home now an talk to Mom
& Dad about your early Christmas present.
They will be glad you did.
9-IOp.mMon.-Fri.
10-8 p.m. Sat.
12-8 p.m. Sun.

www.caribbeantaninc.com
».

onopping center

Harrisonburg Crossing
anopping
Shopping center
Center

Iv

433-9989

438-9989

-

*

1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA

432-1001
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Season brings
holiday depression
BY JENNIFER DROOUS

contributing writer
Holiday depression is • condition that aifects many students, according to counselors.
Symptoms include tearfulness,
sleeplessness, lethargy and not
enjoying old habits.
Hillary Wing-Richards, associate director at the Office of
Sexual Assault Prevention and
a JMU counselor, said the two
main causes of the holiday depression come from past holiday
experiences and expectations.
"You want the perfect holiday," Wing-Richards said, "when,
in reality, there is no such thing."
Students going home for Winter Break also experience anxiety,
said Angela Butler, a pre-doctori.il intern at Varner House.

"Many
students
have
stressed relationships with
their families that they have
managed to avoid by being up
at school," Butler said.
Wing-Richards said, "Many
students, especially females
with eating disorders, dread
going home to the customary
overeating that takes place
over the winter holidays."
There are plenty of on-campus options here at JMU for individuals with signs of holiday depression. Contact the counseling
center at Vamer House and set
up an appointment with a counselor. "We can't stress enough to
students that they should come
to Varner House and get some
sort of help," Butler said. "There
is also plenty of free self-help literature to read."

PLANS: Seniors take
different routes after college
FLANS, from pap 3

working" senior Ryan Curran
said. "We figure that we've
got plenty of years to work, so
why not enjoy the summer?
Right now we are looking at
I lawaii and Cabo. If those two
don't work out, we'll probably
look at the Outer Banks."
Lee Ward said all graduating seniors should have
started their job search by
this point in time. He added

that "at the very least" they
should have identified the
type of job and the location of
potential jobs so they know
where to focus their job hunt.
"You need to do the planning work," Ward said, adding that starting a job hunt
without resources like a resume or an idea of the type
of desired job would be like
writing a 20-page paper the
night before it was due.

^AVOID HOLIDAY^
DEPRESSION
- Don* spend the hoUap alone.

■ Keep control of your holiday
calendar.
- Avoid gufc in stores by not
ownpendmg.
- If there's alcohol at a party
don't be afraid to sip on a soda.
- f thirds go wrong, don't 07 to
hande the probem alone.
- Don* buy expensive gifts, make
something instead.
- Plan minMiotdays during break
by dang things on your own
or with others.

facilities would also require expansion. Bourne
also said 1 -A football requires 85 full scholarships,
22 more than the 63 JMU currently funds.
"If we increase men's scholarships, there
would be a need to fund a like number on the
female side," Bourne said. "This would likely
involve adding additional female sports."
Matthews explained that changing division levels would be a double-edged sword.
"The school would make more money, but spend more money at the same
time," Matthews said.
Although the project would be costly,
Matthews added that a Division I A football program would enable JMU to recruit
better athletes, play bigger-name schools
and become more visible. He also said that
JMU is in a great location to participate at
the I-A level, within close proximity to airports and major interstates.
However, the choice to transition from

SAFETY: Caution should be used
SAFETY, from page 3

know their neighbors.
Brown said that the
most important thing is to
use "a good common-sense
approach" before leaving
for home.
"Make sure everything
is locked up before you
leave, and take anything
you care about home with
you," Brown said.
"We try to step up patrols,
especially during college vacations," Brown said. He said

C. Larry Whitten, MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelson, III, MD
Herbert E. Blng, MD Michael J. Botticelli, MD
MarlbethPLoynes.MD
Sherry L Mongold, FNP Catherine E. Rittenhouse. FNP

Now Accepting Appointments
8:30-5:00

D<I, from ptge 1

-Don't let rebovHanagonae
you.

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC

Monday-Frid

D-I: Preparation requires
scholarships, money, travel

Local (540) 434-3831
Toll Free (800) 545- 3348

that with the increasing number of housing developments
for college students, it gets
harder each year to patrol.
Brown also said that although there are foot patrols
making sure doors and windows are secure, patrols usually are based on manpower
and calls fur sei vac.
Heather Forrester said that
OCL has posted flyers with
suggestions on buses unclear
and further questions can be
directed to the OCL office.

Division I-AA to I-A ultimately would be an
"institutional decision," Matthews said. The
administration, along with the Board of Visitors, would make the final call.
Mark Warner, vice president of student
affairs, said that Division I-A sports programs can help a school.
"Division I-A programs do make schools
more well-known primarily because of media interest and attention, which translates
into visibility," Warner Mid
Junior Danny Christiansen, a junior sports
management major, said he would like to see
JMU's football team at the Division I-A leveC
"1 would be even more excited abodt
the team as a whole with a chance to see
nationally ranked opponents at that level
more than once a season," Christiansen
said. "As well as being able to anticipate
recruits coming in who will need to be to
the same caliber as the rest of the league
and hopefully enter the NFL."

Merry Christmas from
Ashley and Geary.
Happ\ Hanukah from
Sharon. £'

#

Team News
fights back \&

January 13,2005**

Internet

Holiday Special!

99

For One
Full Year!

NoCmfltCinihavM
OfhrU 12/31/14
Unllmltt»«i Hourtl

SETUP SOFTWARE
mokes connecting fast & easy! I
S Email Addrttists - Wtbmttil I
INSTANT MSSAGING AIM. MSN aid Yahoo

434-6556

RELIABLE INTERNET A( ( ESS SINCE I99J

fr— LIVE Technical Support!

Immediate Atcau: WWW.localnet.com

dec 3rd
9:00pm

cc ballroom
$4.00
order tix online at:
www.exit245.com
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CKOSSWORD

ACROSS
ICoBpoterSchifhn
5 Norn dc crime?
10 Theatrical Joseph
M Exclude
19W.yoffbMe?
20 MM aw OK
minestrone
21 "Gods Little-"
C5I Sim)
22 Lose one's tail?
23 English talk-show
host
15 'The Alamo" actor
27 Kitchen utensil
28 Arboreal animal
30Jai31 Trombonist Winding
32 Took a shot at
34 Salve
37 Chinese principle
38 In for farming
42 "Ligeia" author
' 43 Conductor Jeffrey
45 Thurman of 'Final
Analysis"
48 Southern staple
50 PC key
52 Make wine divine
55 Drives and drives?
58 '87 Warren Beany
film
HI Word game
65 01'Blue Eyes'
birthplace

67 Church area
68 Apple variety
nvMluna
70Coeurd'-.ID
71 Skater Midori
72 Actress Nell
73 The King and T
refrain
74 Subordinate to
75 "It Was a Good Day"
rapper
78 Pithy
80 Hazel's boss
81 Add color
83 Quiet - mouse
84 Jeweler's weight
85 Novelist Kobo
86 "-homo"
87 Neighbor of Neb.
88 Author Prance
91 Film site
93 Forceful
95 Nciman or Anderson
96- DinhDiem
97 Broadway letters
99 Director von Strohcim
101 .Curly poker?
102 Singer Wooley
l06TVs"My-Dads"
108 Swift savages
111 -Cob.CT
114 Strauss opera
117 Japanese porcelain
120 Recite a soliloquy

121 Pants measurement
122 Addis126 Mythical weeper
128 "Poetry Man" singer
132 "Bill ft Ted's Excellent
Adventure" Mir
134 A Muse
135 California resort
136 Become boring
137 Warty one
138 Talk out of
139 Fluff the (lour
140 Used a whetstone
141 Humorist Bombeck

DOWN

"

ITheFour2 Expect
3 Sweetheart
4 "Twelfth Night" role
5 Landon or Kjellin
6UlrichofMetallica
7 Matinee8Aswell
9 Brief brawl
lOParlofPST
11 Cologne cry
12 Paris'pop
13 Small shot
14 One of the Clintons
l5Yalie
16 Like some sweaters
17 Dwight's competition
18 Varnish ingredient
24 Mailer's The - Park"

26 Natalies sister
:v with-n
33 Mr. Hammarskjold
35-Dame
36 It's in the bag
39 Feu marinade
40 Fleur-de- 41 Racial
44 Jug part
45 "Grour
46 Bovine bellow
47 "Wozzeck" composer
49 Chihuahua or Tabasco
51 Freighter
53 "My Little Margie' star
54 Ham up "Hamlet"
50 IMo.il

57 Singer Davis
59 Guacamole base
61 This instant
62 The Kitchen Ood's
Wife" author
63 Common
64 Cul-de- 66 Physicist Fermi'
74 Metropolitan
75 Stuff
76 Grammarian's concern
77 High-rise building?
79 Be important
80 Irate
82 Member of the mil
84 Snag
87 Crab's expression

SUPER CROSSWORD

89 Card game
90 Spud bud
92 Ring slats
104 New York county
105 Met men
107 Slangy suffix
109 Word form for "all"
IIOSauK-Manc.MI
111 Like Batman
112 Paint pigment
113 Summer ermine
115 Dog star
116 Humiliate
118 Turbine part
119 Steel support
123 Pile.-,CA
124 Comic Orson
125 Ferris-wheel feature
127 The Valkyries' mom
129 When Satic sweltered
IM Klutz
131 Humor
133 Tie the knot

See today's answers online at
www. thebreeze. org

■taaaaaaaaaaaaal

DON'T LEAVE FOR WINTER BREAK
Without Visiting THE MILL
Come Early to Reserve a Spot for Next
FREE PHONE/CABLE/ETHERNI
PRIVATE Phone Line in Each Bi
ONLY 4 Blocks to Campus
HUGE Storage/Laundry in
Large Furnished 4 Bedroo
24-HOUR Emergen
ON-SITE Bus Servio
PLENTY of Parking
PET FRIENDLY, Ask for Del

ions
06

.pt.

The
Mill
APARTMENTS

The Mill Apartments
11-a South Avenue
(540) 438-3322
www.themillapts.com
themillapts@yahoo.com

Office Hours:
Monday thru Friday 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Kh
Today Dec. 2nd!
4-6 PM

The Commons Open House
869B The Commons
Q101 Live With Tim Murphy
Free CiCi's Pizza and Drinks

APARTMENTS
NOW AVAILABLE!!!
2005-2006

Reservation list

Door Prizes From:
BW3's
China Express
Taste of Thai
And More!

Grand Prize:
One Year FREE Membersh.P
to Packsaddle Ridge Golf Club

e Commons South View
4 bedroom - 2 bathroom
www.commonsapartments.com

438-3835

4 bedroom - 4 bathroom

Stone Gate »
4 bedroom - 4 1/2 bathroom

www.southviewapartments.com

432-0600

442-4496

The Commons Renovation Undei

FREE CABLE • FREE ETHERNET • FREE LOCAL TELEPHONE

WORLD & NATION
THE BREEZE

| www.ihebreeze.org
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Ridge resigns as head of homeland security

Title IX retaliation cm
WASHINGTON, D.C.
(AP) — The Supreme Court
considered Tuesday whether
a landmark gender equity
law shields people who report
discrimination, hearing the
case of an Alabama girls basketball coach who was fired
after complaining that the
boys were treated better
Jackson lost his coaching job in 2001 after repeatedly asking the Birmingham
school officials to provide his
team a regulation-size gym
with basketball rims that
weren't bent — just like the
boys' team had. He remained
on the payroll as a teacher.
A decision in the case will
be rendered at a later date.
Trial begins for deadly
smuggling attempt
HOUSTON, TX (AP) —
Three people involved in the
nation's deadliest smuggling
attempt were part of a scheme
that treated immigrants
"worse than cattle on the
way to the slaughterhouse,"
a prosecutor said Tuesday in
opening statements.
The trial is the first related to the May 2003 deaths
of 19 illegal immigrants
inside a tractor-trailt'r
Packed inside the nearly
airless trailer, the immigrants
began succumbing to stifling
temperatures that authorities
estimate reached 173 degrees.
The trailer was abandoned at
a track stop, and authorities
found 17 immigrants dead
Inside. Two died later.
The defendants each
face 58 counts of harboring and transporting illegal
immigrants. If convicted in
l.inuary 2005, each could get
up to life in prison

Palestinians call for
cessation of slander
JERUSALEM (AP) —
Interim Palestinian leader
Mahmoud Abbas ordered
a halt to anti-Israel incitement in government-controlled media, officials said
Tuesday, meeting a key
■VON demand and adding
to the new signs of goodwill
that have emerged since the
death of Yasser Arafat.
Israel has kwig complained
uf incitement in the Palestinian
media, citing fiery anti-Israel
broadcasts by Muslim preachers and programs praising
the killing of Jews. It blamed
Arafat who died Nov. 11, for
the objectionable content
Israeli officials welcomed the development,
but said they were waiting
to see actual changes in
the Palestinian media.
UN offers 101 proposals
for a safer tomorrow
UNITED
NATIONS
(AP) — In a highly awaited
report prompted by the deep
divide over the war in Iraq, an
international panel made 101
recommendations Tuesday
on how to deal with global
threats in the 21st century,
including the use of pre-emptive and preventive military
strikes with approval from
the UN. Security Counol
The 95-page report
identified the modern
threats facing the world
and proposed ways to deal
with them. It also defined
terrorism, something the
191-member U.N. General
Assembly has tried unsucI essfulfy to do for years.
The report also set
out new benchmarks that
should be addressed in considering whether to authorize or use military force.

Seventh cabinet official steps down
BY KATHERINE PFLEOEK SHRADER

Associated Press
Tom Ridge, the nation's first homeland
security secretary, announced Tuesday that
he is resigning after three years of reworking American security and presiding over
color-coded terror alerts. He's the seventh
Bush Cabinet officer leaving so far.
Ridge oversaw the most significant
government reorganization in 50 years.
He'll be remembered for his terror alerts
and tutorials about how to prepare for
possible attacks, including the controversial "disaster kits" that caused last year's
run on duct tape and plastic sheeting.
Amid warnings that the country may
face increased terror risks around the holidays and the Jan. 20 presidential inauguration. Ridge said he will remain on the job
through Feb. 1, unless his replacement is
installed sooner.
Ridge acknowledged he could not prove
the costly and complex security measures

that have been put in place have foiled any
terrorist attacks inside the United States, but
he said the country is safer today than before the suicide hijackings on Sept 11,2001.
"I am confident that the terrorists are
aware that from the curb to the cockpit
we've got additional security measures
that didn't exist a couple years ago," Ridge
told reporters at the department's Washington campus, which he helped create.
"His efforts have resulted in safer skies, increased border and port security and enhanced
measures to safeguard our critical infrastructure and the American public'' Bush said in a
prepared statement Tuesday evening.
Ridge sent his letter of resignation to President Bush at midday Tuesday, after attending
a morning White House threat briefing with
CIA and FBI officials. The former Pennsylvania governor thanked Bush forgiving him the
opportunity to fight back against lenmbls.
"There will always be more to do, but
set RIDGE, page W
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EVAN VUCC1/AP
I Security secretary Tom Ridge appears before a Senate
AaaraattarUons Committee In February. Rkffe announced Ms resignation from the department Tuesday.
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Job prospects looking
brighter for college seniors
BY JUSTIN POPE

Associated Press
The recovering economy
and looming retirement of
the baby boomers are making
this a very good year to be a
college senior looking for a
job after graduation.
'1 haven't been to school in
the last three weeks because of
my interview schedule." said
Eric Golden, a senior at Bentley College, a business-oriented school in the Boston suburb
of Waltham. He feeLs lucky to
be graduating this year.
Friends with similar credentials who graduated earlier
often ended up taking positions that weren't their top
choices — "just to have a job,"
Golden said. He's been juggling about a dozen interviews
with companies, including
money managers, investment
banks and General Electric.
College hiring is expected
to increase 13 percent over
last year, according to a new
survey from National Association of Colleges and Employers. Seven out of 10 employers said they expected to
increase salary offers to new
college grads, according to
the survey released late last
week, with an average increase of 37 percent.

Four in five employers called
the job market for new grads
good, very good or excellent; last
year fewer than two in five did.
Michigan State's College
Employment Research Institute will release a report
Thursday that director Phil
Gardner said will show overall campus hiring is up as
much as 20 percent this year,
depending on the region.
Experts say hiring still isn't
approaching the intensity of
the late 1990s. A population
boom among college students
has tightened competition,
and employers remain gunshy about big bonuses.
There is dear momentum
At California State UniversityFullerton, the number of companies at a fall career fair was up
about 40 percent from last year
at the University of Florida, the
number of recruiting companies
is up as much as 15 percent
And at the University of
Notre Dame in South Bend,
Ind., interviews are up roughly
30 percent and the school had
to step in, requiring recruiters
to allow students to mull job
offers until at least Nov. 24. For
the first time since the dotcom
boom, competition was fierce
enough that companies were
pushing students for immediate decisions on their offers.

Writers Needed. Contact the News Section
at bree/.ene\\s(" hotmail.com

Still looking for housing next year?

»1 Franklin Street
3 bsrafoomi
hardwood (loon
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Big Living room
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Court won't hear gay union case
BY HOPE YEN

Associated Press
The Supreme Court on
Monday rejected a challenge to the only state that
allows gay marriages, declining to hear an appeal
aimed at overturning the
Massachusetts law that
prompted a national debate
on the legality and morality
of same-sex unions.
The decision ended the
legal fight over a 4 to 3 Massachusetts high court ruling
last November giving gay
couples the right to marry.
But both sides say the U.S.
Supreme Court's unwillingness to intervene means
there will be more fights
in courts and legislatures

around the country.
President Bush has promised to make passage of an
anti-gay marriage constitutional amendment a priority
in his second term.
"Activist judges are seeking to redefine marriage for
the rest of society, and the people's voice is not being heard
in this process," said presidential spokesman Scott McClellan. "Thafs why the president is committed to moving
forward with Congress on a
constitutional
amendment
that would protect the sanctity of marriage."
Lambda and other gayrights groups were heartened
that the Supreme Court let the
tee CAT. page 10
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Tomato shortage could cause slight increase in meal prices
Those of you who can eat
a tomato like an apple with a
little sprinkle of salt on top are
in big trouble. Ever since the
hurricanes trampled through
Florida a few months ago, tomatoes are rare commodities
and the national shortage is
affecting everyone from Los
Angeles to Harrisonburg —
JMU included.
Dining Services purchased
180,180 pounds of tomatoes
last year—about 16.37pounds
per student with a meal plan,
said Clete Myers, director of
Dining Services. (This semester, 11,006 students bought
meal plans.) That's a whole
lot of tomatoes.
The market price of tomatoes has more than doubled
from $1.49 per pound to $3
per pound. USA Today reported. That means students with
meal plans usually pay about
$25 a year for their tomatoes,
but the increase will now
make it $50. That is, if Dining
Services decides to increase
the meal plans for next year
due to this shortage.

THE WRITING ON THE WALL

Holiday travels made
easy by keeping score
BRIAN GOODMAN

staff writer
We used to call it "December'' But now, this period between
I hanksgi ving and New Years' Day is
affectionately known as the Holiday
Season and unmistakably has been
set apart from the rest of the year.
It's the shopping season, when
people set up camp overnight
Outside malls. Best Buy requires
police presence to keep order and
credit card executives purchase
champagne by the case.
It's the eating season, when
fruitcake', actually sell, people
bake as though the world were
ending and many dream of exerised New Year-.' Day resolutions that won't last to Martin
Luther King weekend.
It's the decorating season,
when millions cut down conifers
and attempt to plant them in their
living rooms, any number of cartonnish glowing plastic figurines
ittered about front yards
and the especially desperate put
gnvn-lcaved branches over their
doorw ays and hope to get lucky.
But, arguably, the most stressful aspect of this time of year is
the traveling season. Right when
tin i ither gets particularly bad,
we take to the interstates. And to
all, viatc some of that stress we
have devised an I Sf
game that you and Yours tan play
this holida) season that hopefully
will take the edge ott vour travel
inj , vpenence.
Points are awarded toi seeing
various objects The player with
the mosi points at the end of a
tri| wins the game. Other rules
and point awards can be , mated
at the agreement of all players
Involved at the start of the game,
but this IS not Monopoly — no
Rate changing once the game is
underway.
live points will be awarded to
the player who finds the funniest
bumper sticker on the road, which
letermined by all players al
die end of the game. Some example are "led Kennedy's Car has
killed More I'eople than My c am."
or anything from the "Jesus is My
llomeboy" phenomenon Confederate flags, however, are exempt
because we want to laugh with the
other driver, not at them.
In the same vein, two points

will be awarded to a player
who finds a "Kerry-Edwards"
bumper sticker Back in 2000,
Democrats were bitter; this time,
though, they're just lazy. Extra
points will be awarded to all
players who make a sad face at
the driver as they pass
Every police officer you catch
sight of on the road will get you
ten points, but beware — any
police officei that catches you
is an automatic 50-point deduction for the driver Be on guard
if your travels take you through
Penns) Ivania, for they have cops
like Harrisonburg has cows and
I iv well might be paid by
lli, In!, i Ih, \ take in all that
revenue and their roads are still
as smooth as a drunken frat boy.
Be careful.
One point will be given to all
players for every minute spent
sitting in traffic, which will be
amazing lor all of you trom
Northern Virginia. A long time
ago, in a land far, far away, some
headcasc thought the Beltway
was a good idea So at least while
you're stuck in park on 495, you
can rack up some points
The first to spy an overly aggressive driver will receive five
point. Again, Northern Virginia
has the edge in this category,
since even the elderly drive like
they just tailed their road test and
are mad about it
We hope your shopping/eating /decorating/ traveling 'hoii
day season is a joyous one, and
thai you come back in lanuary
relaxed and ready to go. Have a
Merry December, and God bless
us, everyone!
Bruin Goodman is an undeclared
sopfiomore.

Fair enough, Dining Services. Buy our tomatoes for
twice the cost and we'll pay
for them — that is how it
works in the world of supply and demand. Students
shouldn't be frugal if they
have to shell out an extra $25
for their meal plans. Then, if
you add in a few other foods
that are getting a bit expensive, such as poultry, expect
a couple of bucks tacked onto
the $25. But don't be fooled
— if Dining Services cranks
out a $100 increase, you have
a right to be angry.
It doesn't seem fair that the
hands of Mother Nature can
reach across the states and
take money from our bank
accounts, but because Florida supplies 40 percent of the
world's tomato cravings, its
resources are spread thin. Italy comes in second as a world
supplier with 16 percent, according to the Department of
Agriculture.
This holiday season, think
of the tomatoes. They're red,
after all.

LOTUS TO THK EDITOR
Handicapped parking there for reason
1 am making a plea to students, their friends and
all citizens of our community. Please stop parking in
the handicapped zones, unless you have the necessary
emblem on your license plate or a hang tag for your
minor. 1 have seen many people who don't seem to
care where they park. It is pretty bad when 1 cannot
park in a spot at my apartment complex. Now, I am not
saying this to everybody because I know some of you
do care. I have seen it all over and I think it is horrible
that all people cannot give the handicapped persons
the parking ueas designated to them. "The one thing
that seems to amaze me about this is that the paving
is marked, there is a handicap sign posted and people
say they did not see it. 1 find that hard to believe, since
it is a big blue arid white sign. There is no excuse for
anyone to park in these special spots that don't have
the necessary emblems to be there. Come on people,
give the handicapped some help here! As I complete
my plea to you all, it would be great if we could all
come together and start turning people in who park in
these spots L«t them get a ticket, let them get towed.
Maybe then those that don't care will start to realize
what a handicapped parking spot is for and why it is
necessary to some of our citizens.
Kim Crews
Multiple Sclerosis patient
Harrisonburg resident

'PAKTYSTRONG' not concern to cancer community
David Crippen's letter, "Livestrong parody distasteful" on Nov. 18 was quite wrong. He wrote that
the parody of Lance Armstrong - .aiuei souety was
offensive to the cancer community. Well, I am a member of the community after my father died from a yearlong battle with cancer in September of 2003. I do not
find the parody offensive or distasteful. The parody of
Armstrong's society was a thing called humor. Humor
was what got my family through that horrible ordeal,
so I see no problem with it. The letter was an example of
someone taking it upon themselves to stand up for the
"feelings" of a community when it may not be needed
or wanted. Well, we do not need David Crippen's help.
We can deal with parodies of anything dealing with
cancer on our own. If he has not had to go through the
ordeal himselt, by having cancer or watching a close
(amily member fight it, then he has no business trying
to act on our behalf. If we an- offended by it, trust me,
we will voice our concern.
Michael Stratmoen
freshman, history major
Fraternity intended philantropy, not mockery
I am writing this letter not just as a member of the
fraternity selling the "I'ARTYSTRONC" shirts, but also
as a person who has been deeply affected by cancer in
her own life. This past semester, 1 have lost two grandparents to cancer and to have people criticize mv Mm
tions when selling the shirts makes me livid, I he shirts
were created as a marketing project with hopes of raising money for cancer research — a thoroughly acceptable cause. As a fraternity, we have donated to manv
philanthropies over the years — in fact, community service is a requirement and |oy that all members take part
in. We are making a difference in society, unlike those of
you who feel it is enough to simply criticize our efforts
while doing nothing on your own to help fight this dis-

ease The intentions were never to belittle Lance Armstrong or his organization and if anyone should feel
ashamed in this whole situation, it should be those who
wear the bracelets simply as a fashion statement. I believe it should anger you more to see people brandishing the bright yellow bracelets while smoking cigarettes
and subjecting all the rest of the world to those cancercausing agents, for those are the people belittling the
disease and those who suffer from it. I think this should
be an opportunity for every person on campus to evaluate their own efforts to fight this disease instead of criticizing those who do take the initiative to make a difference. It comes from a place deep in our hearts, not from
our checking accounts.
Elizabeth Koucheravy
sophomore, hospitality and
tourism management major
Death penalty not logical punishment
Courts in the United States have been killing prisoners for centuries, but Americans have been fighting
this injustice since the beginning, claiming it violates
the Eighth Amendment. Studies have shown that capital punishment is no more effective than lifetime im
prisonment in the deterrence of crime. Many taxpayer- believe that they save money by executing convicts
rather than keeping them in prison. In reality, it is more
expensive to hold a capital punishment trial than an
imprisonment trial. The death penalty also is unfair in
distribution Someone with a lot of money can pay for
a harder-working lawyer. The outcomes of many trials
have depended on how well the accused were represented, rather than the actual facts. Another concern
with capital punishment is that execution is irreversible. With the increasing knowledge of DNA evident t,
organizations, such as The Innocence Project, have been
finding many inmates of death row have been wrongfully convicted If a convict is executed, detectives cannot question that convict on their knowledge of other
crimes Many cases in the past have been solved with
the help of convicts. Although 33 states currently allow the death penalty, there are various ways to help
in the fight to end it. Many groups across the nation.
Rich as Aninestv International and the NCADP, have
been formed to abolish capital punishment. By loaning one of these groups, vou , an show vour support in
this fight With vour support, we can pnwe the death
penalty is irrational and wrong
MazicConi
freshman, studio art major

Editorial policies
Responses to all articles anil opinions published in The
Breeze are welcome and en, ntlleaail I Nan should
be no longer than 250 words and can be e mailed to
ro/wi.omu/ioimai/com or mailed to MSI bHOS (,l,
Anthony-Seeger Hall, Harrisonburg, VA 22807. The flrco/e
, - the right toedil all submission, lor length or
grammatical style
The fttUM editorial reflects Ihe opinion ,,/ r/i,. idHorltl (Mat
a whole, and is not netessaril) tin-opinion ol any mdivnlu.il u'<
member of The Breeze
lllttlHI.ll lilMlll.
Ahson Ijifii |
Kelly lasper. managing ttliloi
AJeu Slmey. opinion etliior
The opinions in this -<
> 'y retU-a lnr. opinion
of the newspaper, this staff, or famai Madium I Nntn/H
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OPINION

To TALK OF MANY THINGS

FCC's actions enforce public's good taste
JONATHAN KELLY

contributing writer
The Federal Communications Commi.-ion has been exercising its intlu
ence more assiduously lately, largely
in response to exotic escapades that
found their way onto the public airwaves over this year. FCC-administered fines for indecent presentations
over the airwaves are being threatened
and used in response to outrage among
the viewing public.
The relevant question now would
be whether or not the FCCs exercise of
authority is unduly antagonistic toward
freedom of expression in a society where
that freedom is deeply cherished. If the
commission were to aggressively fine
broadcasting outlets in pursuit of public decency it would be in breach of free
speech, but that does not appear to be the
case.
It scorns that in most of the indecency cases, the FCC seeks to penalize
broadcasters who project explicit material onto the airwaves at the worst
hours. These would be the hours of
the evening in which young children
are likely to be viewing with parents
It does not seem an unreasonable demand that more adult-oriented content be reserved for later hours at night
when children are not likely to be view-

ing. Televised events such as football
are meant for everyone to watch, so it
should be obvious that certain content
does not belong in them.
The public airwaves are licensed to
broadcasters on the condition they keep
the public interest in mind. It certainly
can be said that cultivating decent sensibilities in children is a matter of public interest. Parents work hard to do this, and it
is helpful when broadcasters do their part
by keeping their material civilized within
the f.imily-viewing hours. The stewards
of the airwaves unquestionably have the
freedom to broadcast what they choose,
but with all freedom comes responsibility, and broadcasters should exercise responsibility by using proper dis. letimi
about what to show at what times.
If we grant the interest of preserving
decent sensibilities in children is a concern
of society at large, it follows that governmental power legitimately can be used to
safeguard this interest within appropriate bounds. The regulatory authority to
perform this task is within the mandate
of the FCC under the law. Therefore, it
would seem that the effort to keep certain
material out of family-viewing hours is
harmonious with the regulatory authority over the airwaves and with the First
Amendment.
The freedom of expression is crucial
to a civil society, but no freedom can ex-

ist without proper limits. It is necessary
to draw reasonable boundaries in accordance with civilized standards of public
life in order to balance the needs ut the
family with the freedom of airwaves
use. Material that would contaminate
civil ecology should be moderately regulated so as to make it less likely that
young children will be exposed to it.
Reserving such material for later, more
adult-oriented hours at night would
preserve the right to broadcast the m.v
terial while making it easier to keep it
out of the eyesight of children
One of the functions of government
is to keep freedom from being stretched
so far that it harms society, and it can be
said that threatening the sensibilities of
children is a societal harm. The political
philosopher Edmund Burke astutely
explained that government is designed
to provide for human wants, and that
one of those wants is "a sufficient restraint upon [men's] passions."
In this country, the First Amendment provides an enormous amount
of freedom of expression. It should not
be a terrible burden for broadcasters
to show basic respect for the needs of
American families with children. Freedom of speech will survive the FCC's
measured actions
Jonathan Kelly is a senior political science major.
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Holiday excitement can give way to insanity
VANESSA ELMER

contributing writer
With the holiday season upon us, the excitement builds
and we all begin to embrace the spirit of giving that warms
the heart. However, this time of year also gives rise to certain
behaviors thai can be described as nothing short of maniacal.
For some, the holidays can be magical, but for othei
indeed, most — the holidays can be hell.
On Saturday, Nov. 14, a woman driving through a suburban area was hit by a frozen turkey that was thrown from
an oncoming car and crashed through the woman's windshield. The turkey was bought with a stolen credit card and
the teenagers were being sought for questioning. The woman is now in critical condition.
This actually happened. First of all, teenagers are now
stealing turkeys to eat for Thanksgiving. This should make
for one dysfunctional family feast. Second of all, a woman
was critically injured by a Thanksgiving turkey. What's
next, a Santa serial killer' Is it too to much hope for that we
can drive down the road during the holiday season without
having to worry about the onslaught of a projectile turkey?
Aside from this recent incident, I think we all ran attest to
and have witnessed in others some sort of dysfunctional behavior around the holidays. One tradition I have always been
fond of is the employee holiday party. Everyone that you

work with gets together — you sing, dance and join in merriment — then you wake up the next morning with a headache,
bruises, broken shoes and no recollection of what happened
after your first cocktail. What an unfortunate thing to actually be kicked out of your own employee Christmas party.
The shopping is so pleasant around the holidays as well.
I |ust love going to the malls during December — the decorations, (be music and the Christmas cheer. I've seen more
than a lew tights between women for an item that might be
the lasl one in stock or the last one of a particular size. The
point is, the way these women behave is pure lunacy.
And that's not all, either. The lines in the stores are
long enough that 1 could read a short novel in the time
it takes to get through them. Sometimes I get the urge to
conduct an experiment where I cut in line just to see what
would happen, but 1 always end up walking sullenly to
the back of the line, recoiling in terror from the angry
mobs of holiday shoppers. And the parking garages are
enough to make monsters out of all of us. It is sad when
you end up paying as much for valet as you spend on
your mom's Christmas present.
Oh, the joys of the holidays. I guess the best we can do
is struggle through them and try to have a few laughs along
the way. Watch out for flying turkeys, Long Island iced teas
and crazed holiday shoppers. Happy holidays, everyone!
Vanessa Elmer is a junior English major.

A "home-is-where-theheart-is" pat to all of my
sweet friends who house me,
entertain me and save my
sanity from the wicked witch
who is my roommate.
From a grateful chick who
is relieved to know she has
friends while her evil roommate
sits alone in her room watching
"Full House."

A "thaf s-how-a-womanshould-be-kissed" pat to my
partner — even though it
was a $5 bet I would gladly
do it again for free.
From a wound-up woman
who has another reason to think
of you as her favorite bus drhrr.

A "you're-saving-lives"
pat to the maintenance crew
for allowing us to reverse
our peep holes so we don't
walk in our apartment and
get hit with a sock full of
pennies.
From two roommates who
are afraid of their other two
roommates.

A "50-mile-per-hour-impacts-hurt" dart to the people
who threw a water balloon at

me from their car.
From n junk* whose leg is
still bruised and wishes that the
culprits would find something
better to do at 2 a.m.

A "where-are-your-pridart to my roommate who tried to beat mc
up for talking during "The
O.C."
From a roommate whose
face is bruised a little less than
his heart.

A "keep-on-pumping"
to the guy in his living room
who left his blinds open
while using a male-enhancing pump device.
From a disgusted senior
who Ihtnks its funny that you
not only Ivugitl tlw pump, but
also the foot-pedal attachment.

A "thanks-for-brightening-up-a-rainy-Saturaaytour" pat to the group of
people — including the guy
who stripped down to a
checkered speedo — who
crab-walked down the Quad
in front of my tour.
From a Student Ambassador who had just finished
telling her tour thai you am see
somemetty crazy things on the
Quad and was glad to have you
tight there as an example.

PK;S AND PEARLS

Education, advocacy responsibility of interest groups, not political parties
ADAM SHARP

senior writer
Rather than appear unorthodox in the party
of unorthodoxy, I would like to expound upon
my theories concerning the role and purpose of
political parties Basically, they exist to win. After all. the great Cireen Bay Packers coach Vince
Lombardi was right, "Winning isn't everything,
it's the only thing."
In order to wia parties and candidates assemble coalitions of groups and individuals that yield
them more votes on Election Day than their opponents Again, Lombardi: "If it doesn't matter who
wins and loses, then why do they keep score?" The
problem is when parties do the education and advocacy work of their constituent groups.
The Republicans, especially the moderates,
are beginning to see that Karl Rove's Midas touch
may actually hurt the party in the long run. Once
the fundamentalists Rove courted seize the micro-

phones and the money of the Republican Party,
electoral success will disappear. Ifs as certain as a
tekrvangelist sex scandal.
Yet the Republican Party, for all its demagoguery, never went out and convinced people mat
same-sex marriages are wrong, nor did they promote the removal of the estate tax or champion the
idea that life begins at conception. All of these now
very political concepts began in and were fostered
by independent groups.
These groups, be they Focus on the Family, the
Hentage Foundation or all ol William F. Buckley's
various endeavors, all have laid the groundwork
for the razor-thin majority on which the Republicans are sitting. The Republican Party has not had
to lift a finger to make any of this come about.
The Democrats have similar groups. Pro-choice
supporters, labor unions, African-Americans, Latinos, Catholics, Jews and the GLUT community all
are associated with the Democratic Party.
Not all the members of each group vote for

Democrats, however. This explains the Log Cabin
Kepublicans, who- other than the fact that they've
come out of the closet — are in more denial than the
Flat Earth Society. Blog that. Andrew Sullivan.
It is not however, the Democratic Parry's mission to convince voters that any one of their constituent group's agendas are good for the country.
It is the responsibility of each of those groups to
convince the country that what they want is in the
general interest.
Pro-choice supporters have the responsibility to educate the public and make choice a national issue so that Republicans honestly fear the
repercussions of voting against a woman's right
to choose. That is not — and has not — been the
case for many years.
Responsibility lies with the GLBT community to
educate the public about civil unions and same-sex
marriage It is not the Democratic Party's responsibility to protect the gains made in the courts.
If a woman's right to choose is not a winning

electoral Lssue, then Democrats would be fools to
continue to champion it. The same goes for civil
unions, same-sex marriage, affirmative action, et
cetera. I know that none of those will win someone
an election in Virginia, or anywhere farther south.
I am as frustrated as anyone eLse with how people can vote against jobs, healthcare and national
security in favor of denying civil rights to gays. It
makes Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs seem skewed.
But in the end, what peopk' should do doesn't
matter. It's what they actually do that is important
and people actually do vote on moral issues, especially abortion and homosexuality.
The danger is that the Democrats will — or
have — developed a brand identity that is antiChristian or anti-morality among many people
in the South and Midwest. Unfortunately, removing that association may take decades and many
additions to southern cemeteries.
Adam M. Sharp is a junior history ma^or who would
iipfmviatr thoughts and tritk WPtM sharpam.
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DJ DANCE PARTY
[MADISON MADNESS!
EVERY THURSDAY.

m

9PM.- OTHER SPECIALS
EVERY SUNDAY - STABLE
. ROOTS LIVE REGGAE
■

Every Night but Tues.

25% Off any sandwich
order with this coupon

Come in and experience
the best deli sanwiches
in Harrisonburg!

:0M Com* *• Canon*.

NMVlildtimiAayMar
DHDMM EapW« 12/30/04

Phone: 438-9400

Buy a sandwich and
get a free cup of soup
l H/JO/04

Fax: 438-9373
Open 10-6 Monday thru Saturday
Located in the Spotswood Valley
Square Shopping Center. Also known
as the Kroger Shopping Center.
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GAY: Highest court turns case aside
GA¥.frompage7

4 HARRISONBURG
Ut BAPTIST CHURCH

ruling of the Massachusetts
Supreme Judicial Court
stand. In the past year, at
least 3,000 gay Massachusetts couples have wed.
"The bottom line Is nobody
is being harmed by the Massachusetts state law treating all
couples equally," said David
Bucket Lambda's legal marriage project director.
Lambda currently is suing
in four states—California. New
Jereey, New York and Washington — on behalf of same-sex
couples seeking marriage.
Liberty Counsel, the Florida-based conservative group
that filed the challenge to the
Massachusetts law, argued the
state Supreme Court ruling
violated the US. Constitution
because state judges had made
a decision more properly decided by elected legislatures.
The high court rejected the
appeal without comment.

Nativity Suites, a Christmas Cantata
at 7:30 p.m., Sunday, Dec. 5
Caffeinated Worship @ 9 a.m.
Classic Worship @ 11 a.m.
www.hbcAlive.org
501 South Main Street

Massachusetts voters may
have a chance next year to
change the state constitution
to bar gay marriages but allow same-sex couples to form
civil unions that make them
eligible for the same benefits
as married couples.
Legal analysts said the Supreme Court's decision to stay
out of the battle wasn't surprising, because the lawsuit
made a rarely used claim that
activist Massachusetts judges
had violated the U.S. Constitution's guarantee of a republican form of government.
Legal challenges elsewhere in state and federal
courts — including whether
other states must recognize
Massachusetts' gay marriages — are likely as the nation
grapples with the issue, said
Charles Fried, a Harvard
law professor whe sat on the
Massachusetts high court
from 1995-99.

Liberty Counsel is continuing the fight elsewhere, lobbying more than two dozen states
to pass state amendments banning gay marriages.
"We will see legal battles
around marriage hashed oul
in state courts, state legislatures and in state referenda." said Chai Feldblum. a
civil rights law professor at
Georgetown University.
Cay marriage is opposed by
a majority of Americans, according to an AP-Ipsos poll. The poll
taken Nov. 19-21 found that 61
percent oppose gay marriage
and 35 percent support it
People are about evenly
divided on whether gays
should be allowed to form
civil unions, which would
give them many of the same
legal rights as marriage, other
polls have found.
Earlier this month anti-gay
mamage balkrt initiatives passed
in all 11 states that had them.
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Quality Items For Your
Home Including
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Home Furnishings
AREA'S LARGEST SELECTION

.ookingfora pleasurable evening?
try our fabulous dinner menu
NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH AND DLNM K
MONI)A\ SATURDAY

M \m SOUPS AND S \i UK

( \KI I'M K\(,IS
( \IIKI\I, FOR \ll ()(( \SIONS

564-2988

498 UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD

r

2080 EVELYN BYRD AVE
(Behind Valley Mall)
HARRISONBURG, VA

(540) 434-7619

Graduating?
Information Technology would like you to know that your JMU e-ID
account (for e-mail, e-campus, Blackboard and more) will remain active
for approximately 60' days after graduation before it is disabled. It is
important to follow the steps below before your account is disabled,

FRESH BAN I> BREADS \M> GOODH S
HOMI

Living Room
Dining Room
Bedroom
Rcciimrs
Mattresses
Outdoor Furniture
Accessories
And More

Take care of your e-campus needs:

jtt SONY MUSIC & flftf/^ Ot
nnrcrviT
»r?
PRESENT *n
THE

0 Print your unofficial transcript for your records
Official transcripts can be requested from the Registrar's office by
following the instructions at
http://www.irnu.edu/reQislrar/transcriols.shtrnl

BEST OF 2004

0 Make sure your addresses are current
Take care of your e-mail needs:
0 Setup a new e-mail account
' with an Internet Service Provider (ISP) or a free service provider, such
as Yahoo or Hotmail before graduation
CtMV.ll.
This Type Of thinking
Could Do Ul In

FriwNrttuaa
F'anf Firdinlnd
SpaciM Ednon

■
m

Gl3.99 CDM

S *u
SUM!

s Oiiript*

Good Ntws For Ptopi.
Who lovt Bid Km

Lot Lon.lv Boys
Special Edition

0 Forward important e-mail messages you want to keep

^-X

from your JMU Webmail account to your new e-mail address

'.^JI399CD.

0 Set forwarding in Webmail

|
Giiil.n HfU
volume I

to deliver new e-mail to your new e-mail account (dick Options,
Forwarding, type in your new e-mail address, then elk* Start).
Forwarding will continue for approximately 60' days after graduation

Rairvnwmirror
Gt.lt.lt Hitt Vol I

0 Change mailing list (Listserv) subscriptions
to use your new e-mail address
IMMOIGO.

Aihei ol the Wit.

CMM.d>CM*l.
InK.ppino Secietiof
Sil.nl tilth VW 3

0 Save your friends' and references' e-mail addresses
then send them your new e-mail address

Stuff a Stocking!

]

Plan 9 Gift Certificates now available!

)

434-9999 * WRk*^ ^rti^J

KROGER SHOPPING CTR ■■ f
A \ it JBf fl ■ IBI.OIU MUlG
1790-96 E. Market St. ^
.^l*^ «^F StlOUld Dfl!
Mon-Sat 10-9, Sun 12-6

For more information, contact the JMU Computing HelpDesk at
540-568-3555 or check the self-help web site at
ht^://www,jrrHi.edu/compuung/helpdesk/selfhelp
Information Technology, James Madison University

^^^■■■■•^^

BE LAZY! SHOP AT WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM

' Actual dtsabla date is 60 days after your degree has beer conferred, therefore we list an
approximate date of 60 days after graduation
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At your campus bookstore we work directly with your professor! to ensure we only order the exact books they plan on using.
Buy your books somewhere else and you may or may not get what you're really after. And at efollett.com you can order your
books online and pick them up in store, so there's no waiting or shipping to pay. So if you're looking for a deal, now you know
where to look.

Your campus bookstore has the right book
Vs.
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BOOKSTORE
www.jmu.bkstr.com • (540)568-6121

ollett?.com
IE. ON CAMPUS.
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ROBERT F. KEEFER
The Law Office of Robert F Keefer, Esq. P.LC.
rkeefer " keefen ard.< om
.11 risOIl I I'

FREE
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Yellow Cab

Hunters Ridge Condos
2,3,4 & 5 Bedrooms Situated in a highly desirable
and convenient location.

II Hunters Ridge Townhomes
1,2,3 & 4 Bedrooms Unique floor plan complete
with two separate living rooms.

(540)434-2515
Radio Dispatched
Sarvlca to all major airports
Whsclchalr accaaalbla vahlclaa

'

Prompt, Courteous Service
24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available

COME TO JIFFY LUBE FOR
YOUR NEXT OIL CHANGE.

Mountain View
4 Bedrooms Enormous 4 bedroom. 4 bath
units are fully furnished.

4 Bedrooms Each unit has 2 baths, a full
kitchen, washer/dryer and two
ving areas.

$5 OFF
Jiffy Lube Signature Service* Oil Change
(with jac card)
Bring in true coupon and oat $5.°° off your next on change at your nearest parBclpafjig JNfy Lube"
Come In every 3,000 mass tor a Jffy Lube Signature Sendee* OH Change
Has coupon hi only redeemable er me Jeiy lube « 1(70 East Msnter Si Horrttonbunj, VA

Jiffy Lube Signature Service* Oil Change
' No appolntrmfit nacaaiavy

$28.99

' FREE lop oft on your way ho/r-a'

lest S5.00 (with lac ctrd)

• Nattorml dtmbmta Heaps a
httory of your J*ry Lubm earvtce

2 8 3 Bedrooms Each unit features its own
fireplace and private deck Also
includes pool and tennis courts.

3 Bedrooms Each unit has 2 baths and is
fully furnished. Unique floor
plan & deck for each bedroom.

4 Bedrooms Three floors of living space,
fenced backyard and washer/
dryer.

Duke Gardens
3 Bedrooms Each unit is furnished and has
a full kitchen & wet bar. Across
from JMU Quad

1,2 & 3 Bedrooms
Convenient location to JMU on
South Main Street. Most
utilities included.

Madison Square %
3 Bedrooms Furnished townhouses with 2.5
baths. Three floors with full
kitchen and washer/dryer.

$23.99

1870 East Market Street
across from Valley Mall
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Tlw Well-Oilad Machine

Gingerbread House
1,2 & 4 Bedrooms Unique opportunity to live in
historic home. Located across
from JMU Quad.

Not veld wim otter otera Jflry Lute and JUfy Luba Slgnalura
Sarvlca* ara rag-alared Vadamarka of JlHy Luba Iraamabonal. tnc
•0004 SOPUS Product* Al norm reaarvad.

Bnpkw-January 11.300S COOT MPQ4

s*

Devon Lane Townhomes |
3 Bedrooms Features three full floors of
spacious living space. Includes
3.5 baths and 2 living rooms.

(540) 433-8599

PENNZOIL
Not)MtoH,PMnzt«.-

laO ^,

hair

' B * ay

Barber Shop & Styling Salon

Homes & Townhomes
Many homes and townhomes
available for lease throughout
the area.

$6.00 Haircuts
Flattops, High & Tights, Fades, Perms, Highlights,
Foiling, Cornrowing and Waxing
Hours
M-W 7:00-5:30
Thurs 7:00-7:00
Fri 7:00-5:30
Sat 7:00-2:00

t.OMMI K< I \l

• We Accept Flex
• Located one mile
fom campus

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS*

715 Port Republic Road
j Harrisonburg, VA 22801
I info(<^cbctunkhouscr.com |
(540)434-5150

www.cbcfunkhouser.com

L

434-4844

"!3 West, Harrisonburg
•ly across from Rockingham New Holland

< oi im ii i
BANKI K

4 Bedrooms Three floors of living space with
a fully equiped kitchen and
washer/dryer.

L
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Twins discuss life as part of pair—proving two heads are better than one
Story by contributing writer Stephanie Brummell • Graphics by art director Jenny Chanthapanya
Photos by photo editor Nathan Chiantella and photos courtesy of Sacha and Heather Elliott

m

Freshman Vicky (red) and Cindy (stripes)
Man MM tttay enjoy being twin* and have
takan advantage o« It, by playing fun trieka
on friends and taachan.

ost everyone at some point
or another has dreamed of
getting out of a class, a test or an
uncomfortable situation by substituting a
person of exact resemblance in for him or
herself. Although these identical twins may
not take full advantage of that leisure, they
definitely have some major advantages over
those going solo.
There are many twins at JMU, many
of which still live together after leaving
home. Cindy and Vicky Julian are two
freshmen twins living in Shorts Hall. Even
though they are in the same dorm, they
chose to live separately from one another.
"We wanted to be more of individuals
and have new experiences of our own,"
Cindy said. Ironically, the term "twins"
does not usually come up in Cindy's
and Vicky's vocabularies. "We call you
guys singles!" Vicky said.
Another pair of twins,
freshmen Sacha and Heather Elliott,
accompanies Cindy and Vicky in
Shorts Hall, living only a few rooms
down from one another. Even
though Heather's top choice
for college was the Naval
Academy, they both are
happy they ended
up here. "I'm
glad she's
here because
I wasn't ready
to part with her,"
Sacha said.
Seniors
Jennifer and Sarah
Barrett are twins whom
incidentally both are
marketing majors and sisters
in the sorority Sigma Sigma
Sigma. "We didn't talk about
it, which one we wanted to join,
but it was both our first choice,"
Sarah said. Jennifer said, "We both
fit in with the same sorority." Their
decision to live together was affected
by many different reasons. "We have a lot
of the same friends and only one car, we
share the same clothes — it was just more
convenient," Sarah said.
All of the twins agreed that the college
atmosphere is much different than their
high school and the atmosphere they grew
up in at home. "We're known more here
for our different personalities rather than
just as the twins," Heather said. Cindy and
Vicky agree that college has changed their
experiences as twins. "Before we came here,
1 forgot 1 was a twin because everyone back
home knew who we were," Cindy said.
"Then we come here and have to tell people
we're twins all over again."
s commonly thought these twins
1 ^H definitely share similar likes and
H dislikes, as well as an almost sixth
sense when the other one's sister has
something going on with them. "I
almost cut my finger off once when I was 15
and had to go to the hospital," Cindy said.
Vicky said, "I was at youth group at the same
tone she was at the hospital, and the same
finger she had cut started to twitch on my

El

hand, but the rest of
my fingers stayed
still" Sacha and
Heather also can
relate.
"We finish
each others'
sentences all
the time,"
Sacha said.
"I know
when

i

she's

intuitively,"
Heather said.
While the Barrett sisters are seniors,
they still receive the occasional wave or
greeting from someone mistaking mem for the
other twin. "Ill get random waves on campus
and I'll just wave back," Sarah said.
However, these twins also have a little fun
with people who actually have approached
them correctly. "When people are actually right
in calling us by our real name, we play mind
games with them and trick them into thinking
they're wrong," Jennifer said. The two sets
of freshmen twins also deal with the name
mistakes. "We answer to each other
names because we don't want to have to
keep explaining ourselves," Cindy said.
"When we were little, we would
switch classes on April Fool's Day
and our teacher's didn't know
at all — they thought it was so
funny," Vicky said. Jennifer
and Sarah have shared other
experiences. "She broke up
with my boyfriend for me in
high school and we played
tricks on the movers by
being in different places
at the same time,
Sarah said. In
more recent
years,
the twins
have done
a few tricks
to their fellow
college students
as well. "We say we
were asked to be on the
Double Mint commercial
and that we were bom on
Dec. 31 and Jan. 1; people
will actually believe us — if s
funny!" Jennifer said.
It may seem as though having
clone around all the time could have
some disadvantages, these twins disagree
whole-heartedly. "It's like having a builtin support system; we're each others
counselors," Sacha said. All in all, their
opinions of being twins are all positive,
and as far as the "singles" go, they seem to
be missing out.

2

Though freshmen Sacha (top)
and Heather (bottom) Elliott aaM
they hava vary dtfterant personalities, thay Intuitively know whan
something Is going wrong with
the other.
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INDIAN-AMERICAN CAFE
(540) 433-1177

Specializing in
Non-Vegetarian/
Vegetarian
Indian Cuisine

91 N. Mam St.
fUrrUooburg. VA
Lunch: Monday - Saturday
11:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Dinner: Monday - Saturday
5:00 p.m. ■ 9:30 p.m.

Annual Gyn Exam
Birth Control
Colposcopy
Breast F.xams

Earn Your Master's Degree from Johns Hopkins University.
Explore the science of environmental processes, natural resources management, and
policies for sustainabiliry as you learn from expert faculty at The Johns Hopkins
University. Take online, traditional, and accelerated courses during the fall, spring,
and summer semesters to complete your master's degree in two years on a part-time
basis. Optional concentrations include environmental management, environmental
monitoring and analysis, ecological management, and environmental planning. Apply
today and gain the expertise in science and public policy that will prepare you for key
positions in the government, corporations, and other organizations in the environmental industry.

Leonard W. Aamodt. MD, F ACOG
Evan V. Forsnes, MD, F ACOG
MarthaA. Jones, CNM, MS
Barbara M Kirkland, CNM, MS
Donna L Schminkey. CNM, MPH
Ann M. Schaef fer, CNM, MED

Snemndoah,
PrafcMionaiCartwfck

Environmenta
Sciences and Policy

■

Touch
Insurance and
Major Credit
Cardi Accepted

119 University Blvd., Suite B
Harrisonbuig, VA 22801-3753

Highlawn Restaurant & Bar
540 434 PAV2
11«im -2am Mon. - Sat.
2061 - F Evelyn Byrd Aye.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Call 1.800.847.3330 or visit www.jhu.edu/advanced

Office (540) 438-1314
Toll Free (877) 438-1314
Fax (540) 438-0797
www.swhc.net

' AavaaotdJ^av
Washington. DC I Baltiu

Don't forget us on graduation!
Lunch Buffet noon - 3pm
call for details
»

Every Monday
Monday Night Football
on a 15ft. screen
• 04 wings

Every Tuesday
Reggae Night
with live DJ
and Dancing

Every Thursday
College Night

This Friday
Mont-cello Road

AVI LION

Best Bar Promotions Nightly

Get Ready for Life Skills
www.jmu.edu/cpd/lifeskills
Real Skills for Reallife
Tuesday Nights
January 11-February 22
7-9 PM, 105 Zane Showker

Bulls eye!
SOLD OUT LAST
YEAR!
Call 568-3249 or
stop by Zane
Showker 621
TODAY!

Learn valuable skills in:
Personal Banking S) Legal Matters
Insurance Issues & Options
Financial Planning SI Financial
Markets II Career & Life Planning IS Job Search Fundamentals
Only $169 - 14 hrs. with
area industry experts!

Don't forget to take The Breeze sex survey online
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I www.thebreeze.org
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'Millstone' novel offers
some prospective for
students fearing finals

"
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staff writer
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Banish your

BY ERIN WEIRETER

Thanksgiving Break is
one of my favorite times
of the year — good friends
and food all week long,
and a breather from classes
during which I can start
to mentally prepare myself
for the hell that is the end
of the semester.
So in an effort to distract myself from the
impending weeks, 1 dug
through
my bookshelf
searching for a good read.
What 1 found was Margaret
Drabble's "The Millstone,"
a book that was — in an
intangible way — a reassuring reminder that there
are far more frightening
things in the world than
final exams.
Rosamund Stacey, a
well-read but otherwise
extremely naVve young
woman in 1960s London,
finds herself pregnant after
her first sexual experience.
Living alone in her parents' flat and horrified by
the alternatives, Rosamund
decides to have the baby on
her own, despite the social
stigma an unwed pregnancy surely would bring.
So begins Rosamund's
journey to motherhood. In
a remarkably and almost
unbelievably calm manner, she schedules appointments for herself at the
local clinic and searches
through the newspapers
to find a nanny service
for help. She also intently
watches children passing
her on the street. No doubt
these children have been
there all along, but her own
pregnancy has made her
more curious about them.The months progress
and Rosamund finally has
her baby, still not knowing
what to expect when raising a child. What she finds
after her daughter's birth
is a sense of completeness
and fulfillment, but — more
importantly — a sense that
everything in her life from
this point will be all right.
This book has a very comfortable quality. Even though
the main character is facing
a life-altering decision and
all the serious repercussions
that come with it, the author
makes reading this book as
easy as having a conversa-
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Boredom
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tion with a good friend. No
pretenses, forced politeness
or awkward pauses come
between Rosamund and the
reader. Drabble's simple,
yet powerful, writing style
immediately puts readers
at ease with the story, and
allows them to sympathize
with Rosamund's situation.
Drabble also uses clear, distinguished language. Reading
this book is as simple as having a conversation with a person. It was easy to feel comfortable with the language.

BY CARLY ECCI.ES

contributing writer
Winter Break means 31 days (744 hours, or
even better 44,640 seconds) of free time. Most
students are looking forward to a month of catching up with family and friends, sleeping for more
than five hours at a time and not having to think
about schoolwork. Wandering what to do with
it all? Wftony no longer — when you start getting
antsy, take a look at this list and time will fly by.
Freshman Phuong Nguyen has not been
home to Poland since Aug. 15, and she is just
bubbling over with plans for when she arrives.
Among the many items on her list she's ready
to go skiing, play in the snow, drink hot chocolate, decorate her room, cook, play with her little
brother, see all of her friends and, of course, shop
'till she drops. Take some advice from Nguyen
and see how many of these ideas you can pull off
in the most fun ways possible.

What I found was
Margaret Drabble's
"The Millstone," a
book that was — in
an intangible way
— a reassuring reminder that there are
for more frightening
things in the world
than final exams.

Let it snow!
Freshman Adem Althor, lives in New Hampshire
and also has not been home since August He's
ready to do activities mat must be done in the
snow. Try skiing ice skating and pond hockey to
start. If you live where if s cold and snowy, take
advantage of that winter wonderland. Go outside
and piay in it — snowball fights, snowmen, snow
angels, sledding skiing. Warm up inside with
some hot chocolate in a cozy chair with a good
book or movie.

I must have liked this
book so much because of the
perspective it gave me. After
reading it, it seemed that my
problems are trivial in comparison to the character's.
People every day have more
serious issues to deal with
than worrying about tests. I
dread the thought of what my
classes have in store for me
in the next few weeks, and in
a way I feel very unprepared
for my finals (Yes, I know the
massive study sessions have
yet to commence, but still,
the thought alone is not fun).
But seeing what Rosamund
had to deal with and, the
mind-boggling decisions that
she faced, made me think my
anxiety over finals is slightly
unwarranted.
Don't get me wrong —
finals always bring uncertainty and apprehension. But,
after hearing Rosamund's
story, I'm ready to suck it up
and make it through finals.
If you read this book, you'll
probably feel the same.

Movie marathon.
Do a Christmas movie marathon with your friends.
There are tons of Christmas classics out mere The
"Home Alone" Series, "White Christmas," It's a
Wonderful Life," "Merry Christmas Charlie Brown."
"Christmas Vacation," 'The Muppet Christmas
Carol" "Rudolph the Red Nose Remoter," Miracle
on 34* Street" and my personal favorite, "How the
Grinch Stole Christmas."

Share the season.
Eileen Nelson, a former psychology professor at,
JMU, suggested reading to children in the hos-;
pital and to older folks in convalescent homes.'
Or simply sit and hold their hands — everyone
needs some love during the festive season.

Here we come a carolling.
Groups always are going out caroling in neighborhoods. Check it out with neighbors, a church
group or get a bunch of friends together and
belt out those songs.
And a happy New Year.
Once Christmas is over, pull out the pencil and
paper and write down your goals for the New
Year. Bring them back to school so you can post
them on your wall and keep yourself in line.

As finals approach, try these study spots for quiet, sanity
Finding perfect study spot crucial to crunch time — read on for top ten places close by
BY HALI CHIET

staff writer
Everyone is anxious to get back home
for Winter Break, but one thing stands in
the way — final exam week. Instead of
stressing over how much you still have to
do, pick one of these top places to study
and get right down to business.
10. Massanutten Regional Library: If Carrier
Library is full, or if you simply need a change
of scenery, check out the Massanutten Regional
Library, located downtown on 174 S. Main
Street. Hours of operation are Monday through
Thursd .iv MO UK to 8 JO pm, Friday 930 am
to 6 p.m.. and Saturday 930 am to 5 p.m.
9. Computer Labs: JMU offers several computer labs across campus. These also are
great options for places to study, especially if
you need access to a computer or certain software programs like Microsoft PowerPoint.
Check out iinint'.jmutdulcomputingllabslhours
shtml tor the hours of each individual lab.

8. Barnes & Noble: If you need to get off campus or out of your apartment, Barnes & Noble
is a great place to study. Bring your books, get
yourself a hot cup of Java from Starbucks and
sit at one of their tables or on a cozy couch.
Junior Jared Buckland plans on going there
to study for his three exams. "1 like to get my
studying done at Barnes & Noble with all the
other bookworms," he said.
7. UREC: Use up those leftover Dining Dollars
and treat yourself to a smoothie. Bring your
books along and pop a squat (no pun intended) at one of the tables downstairs. If you get
really stressed or just need a break, take out
your frustrations by working out.
6. Transitions/The Loft: Both Transitions and
the fourth-floor lounge in Warren Hall provide a nice quiet haven with plenty of space
for you to study. Triere are tons of couches
and chairs to lounge on, or you can even
sprawl out on the floor and hit the books.

S. Taylor Down Under TDU is definitely one
of the favorites for group studying, but it also
can be a great place for individualized study.
There is plenty of seating available, not to
mention the conveniently located Java City —
perfect for a caffeine fix. Limited computers
also are available for your studying needs.
4. Your Own Apartment If you live off campus,
your apartment may be your best option (or
studying. Relax on your bed and take a snack
break every now and then to give yourself some
brain food. Sophomore Laura Dageforde is planning on studying in the comforts of her apartment "I'm going to study in my roommate's
room, snuggling under her heated blanket with
good music in the background," she said.
3. Study Lounge: If you live in a residence
halL the study lounge might be your best
bet. There are too many distractions in your
room, but the lounge usually is really quiet
and may help you concentrate more easily.

2. Integrated Science and Technology
building: Great for studying by yourself or
for studying in groups, ISAT offers many
tables, couches and private study rooms for
you to get down to business.
1. Carrier Library: OK, so it's obviously the
No. 1 choice for studying, but it also gives
you the most options. Plus, from Sunday
Dec. 5 to Thursday Dec. 9, the library will
be open 24 hours. Junior Laura Schaeffer is
most productive at Carrier Library. "I always
just get all of my studying done at the library
— ifs become my second home," she said.
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"A gift? Cmon, there's no such
thing."
"8ut I received the same gift."
.."You're making it up."
.."I can't deny it..."
. "You 're deluding yourself."
.."I received it."
. "There's no such thing as a free
lunch. There must be a hitch."
.. "It cost me nothing, except to
serve the giver in gratitude."
There is no giver! No such
thing, d'ya understand? And
even if there were, I'd never
serve him. I'd never be grateful
to him, not for anything.
Never!"

... "A gift? But I was just on my way to
buy my own."
'But you can't buy this. It just isn't
possible."
... "Of course. I can I've been saving up
for it all my life.."
... "But you could never afford it - not
for all the money in the world. And
It's being offered to you as a gift,
without charge."
'Listen, the offer is appreciated, but I
don't take charity. I'm a working
person, and I pay my own way."
"But you can't pay."
.. "In fact I was just on my way to
make a down payment."
...'I don't think you understand."
"I understand Thanks, but no
thanks."

\ \mi:n

He

by Joel KleiijoJLm

"A gift? But I dont need a gift like that."
"But you do need it. Everyone needs this gift."
"Come on. I have everything I need, and the things I want - your gift won't

help me get them."
"Maybe you don't want the right things."
. "What are you talking about7"
.."This gift Is priceless.."
. ."Priceless? To me it's worthless."
. "If you think it's worthless, maybe you just don't want the things that have true
value."
"Right things, wrong things. Who are you anyways, to tell me what I should or
shouldn't want? Why don't you just mind your own business and keep your
nose out of other people's lives? Now beat it!"

... 'A gift for me?... I couldn't."
. .."It's yours for the asking."
..."Really?"
... 'All you need to do is receive
and accept ft."
...'But I couldn't. It isn't right!
could never reciprocate."
..."Of course, yoi. couldn't.
Nobody coulo ever reciprocate
for a gift l'"»e this. But you're not
expected to. It's part of the
gift."
..."It's incredible. I couldn't I just
couldn't."
.. .'All that's asked in return is a
thankful heart one that is
willing to serve the giver in
gratitude."
.. ."Thats all for such a gift? I'm
sorry. I just couldn't."
.. ."If you change your mind, the
offer is still good."

... "A gift ? But I already have one of those."
. "Are you sure?"
. "Absolutely! But why do you ask?"
... "Because I want to make sure that you have the real thing. There are
many imitations, and the imitations are worthless."
That's absurd! One gift is as good as the next. Besides, I got mine from a
reputable dealer, a very reputable dealer. And you need to be consider
ably less narrow in your estimation of other people's gifts."
.. ."Narrow? You say this offer is narrow? You're being offered a gift by
someone who doesn't have to offer it to you at all. And it's not just any
gift. It's something beyond price, but it's yours for the asking"
. "Pardon me for interrupting, but I'm very happy with the gift I have,
thank you. And I'm very much annoyed by your talk about cheap
imitations.Good day!'

Two thousand years ago, God became one of us in the person of Jesus Christ.
If you would like to discuss this incredible event, please ask one of us or see www.everystudent.com.
Brian Augustine, Chemistry George Baker, ISAT Patricia Brevard, Health Sciences Brian Charette, Human Resources
Dave Chase, Academic Advising and Career Development Kevin Cloonan, Political Science Taz Daughtrey, Computer Science Mike Deaton, ISAT
Frank Doherty, Inst. Research Geoff Egekwu, ISAT Linda Hulton, Nursing Bob Kolodinsky, Business Reid Linn, Special Education Conley McMullen, Biology
Michael Renfroe, Biology Richard Roberts, ISAT Bob Tucker, Computer Science Ken Williamson, Marketing Robert Walters, Biology Bill Wood, Economics
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Preparation is key
to dodging winter
driving hazards
BY STEPHANIB STKAUSS

senior writer
That nip in the air announces the arrival of
a Harrisonburg winter: cold, icy and unforgiving. Inclement weather can bring car problems
and driving hazards.
Tim Ferguson, the owner and operator of
AAMCO Transmissions on Reservoir Street, offers
some suggestions to prepare your car for the
harsh winter ahead.
"The No. 1 thing I recommend that students
have in their cars is an ice scraper with a brush,"
Ferguson said, adding that the car hood as well as
the windshield should be brushed off.
Ferguson said sometimes ice can freeze door
handles or locks.
"Many people break their keys or door handles," Ferguson said. "My advice is to lightly tap
around the area to break the ice. You should never
pull the handle with more force than normal."
Senior Brett Bovio said, "Always keep
some extra warm clothes, such as gloves,
hats, or even a sweatshirt, in the car in case
something does happen. Always be cautious
of the potential of black ice."
Ferguson recommended that all students get
their cars checked for general upkeep to prepare
them for the winter season.
He added that by having a tune up, students
can avoid situations such as breakdowns on the
highway and costly car problems in the future.
Ferguson said belts and hoses should be
checked because they become brittle in the
winter. In addition, tires should be checked
to verify they have sufficient tread depth,
Ferguson said. He also added tire pressure
changes with temperature and should also
periodically be checked.
"Make sure that your heat works," Ferguson
said, adding that there are a number of sources
that could prevent the heat from functioning,
including a bad thermostat.
Ferguson recommended putting in a fuel
additive that removes moisture and condensation. Ferguson said plugs, wires, and battery
cables should be cleaned so that the battery
will be properly charged and so that the car
starts better.
"An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of
• cure," Ferguson said.
Icy or snowy conditions also can make driving
hazardous.
"I feel like a lot of people around here panic
and then they end up driving dangerously,"
senior Shelby Foster said. If you just drive slowly
and anticipate when you need to stop then there is
no need for slamming on breaks and skidding."

\\H1KTY

Ken Jennings' 'Jeopardy' winning streak ends
After 74 consecutive wins, Jennings walks away with $2,520,700
BY DAVID BAUDEK

Associated Press
Following his remarkable run as the
"Jeopardy!" whiz, Ken Jennings is famous enough to be trailed by a fan in
the subway, is penning a book and, of
course, has $2,520,700 in winnings to
decide how to spend.
What he doesn't have anymore, after his
74-game winning streak came to an end in
an episode televised Tuesday, is a chance to
play his favorite game.
"I miss it quite a bit," Jennings told The
Associated Press. "It didn't really hit me that
that was going to be the hard part. 1 thought
the hard part would be the loss."
He seemed so invincible that when
California real estate agent Nancy Zerg
beat him, there was an audible gasp from
the audience.
As someone who always has prepared
his own tax returns, Jennings was tripped
up In Final Jeopardy by this answer:
Most of this firm's 70,000 seasonal
white-collar employees work only four
months a year.
Zerg had the correct reply: "What is
HAR Blockr
But Jennings guessed Federal Express, and he was a "Jeopardy!" loser
for the first time.
The final score was Zerg $14,001 to Jennings' $8,799.
Even before that, she had needed an unusual display of Jennings fallibility to stay
in the game.
He twice answered wrong on Daily
Double questions, which cost him nearly
$10,000.
Maybe thaf s why he paused, ever so
slightly, when asked in the AP interview

Gingerbread recipes can add spice,
edible decoration to winter holidays
staff writer
The holiday season is a time for family, fun and food. One of the many joys
of holiday cooking is the aroma of freshly
baked gingerbread.
Gingerbread is traced all the way
back to 2800 B.C., according to "The Wise
Encylopedia" of cookery. Originally called
"melitates," the ancient Greeks prepared gingerbread in cake form By the 13th century,
gingerbread also was molded into various

Y'all been great.
Stay merry.

Gingerbread House
(You also can use the dough to make
gingerbread men)
5 1/2 cups flour
1 tablespoon ginger
1 teaspoon baking soda
1 cup solid vegetable shortening
1 cup granulated sugar
11/4 cups dark molasses
2 eggs, lightly beaten
Frosting, either store bought or homemade
Brightly colored candies such as gumdrops,
licorice, peppermint sticks, etc.

Love,
tlic YcvUetM' sections

It made many of the games boring. But
"Jeopardy!" executives aren't complaining;
ratings were up 22 percent over the same
period last season.
Jennings said he'd been thinking about
walking away after some future milestone
— 100 wins, perhaps, or $3 million or $4
million in winnings.
He said there were about a dozen games
where one reply made the difference between winning and losing, and he figured
his luck would end soon.
"I'm actually cheering for somebody to
beat my record," he said. "How cool would
that be? But, realistically, I don't think
there's much of a chance ... So many lucky
things had to happen. Everything had to
fall the right way."
Zerg, who found the whole experience
of winning "surreal." scoffed al the false
modesty. "It's not because things fell the
right way," she said. "It's because he's
that good."
The most rewarding part of his experience, Jennings said, is the number of times
he's been approached by young children.
"Maybe it's because they're most
awed by disposable celebrity," he
said. "But I think there are some kids
who got the idea that it may be a little
cooler to know stuff and to read and
to learn. If watching me on TV convinces some kid that they've got some
future in knowledge, that would be
very rewarding to me."
Meanwhile, Kansas City, Mo.-based
HArR Block Inc. capitalized on the chance
for a little publicity by offering him free tax
and financial services for life, which Jennings accepted.
"If he had to lose, it was nice that he lost
to us and we could offer him something,"
David Byers, senior vice president for tax

TREATS: GINGERBREAD

BY HALI CHIET

L fib: Our lovely
Variety writers

Tuesday whether he had lost or been beaten. He then graciously gave Zerg credit.
"It was a big relief to me that I lost
to someone who played a better game
than me," aaid Jennings, a computer
software engineer from Salt Lake
City. "There were no recriminations
or remorse."
Zerg, a former actress who lives in Ventura, Calif., told the AP that she psyched
herself up before the game by repeating to
herself: "Someone's got to beat him sometime — it might as well be me."
Hanging out backstage with fellow
contestants, she saw some Jennings
opponents had essentially lost before
the game.
She heard one person say that it
looked like he was playing for second, and another just wishing not to
be humiliated.
"1 heard another one say, "If s no great
sin to lose to Ken Jennings,' and they went
in and lost lo Ken Jennings," she said.
"1 thought, That's no way to play the
game.'"
The loss is actually a distant memory
and not really a secret: The show was taped
in early September and news leaked right
away. Video clips of his loss appeared Monday on the Internet.
Some stats: Jennings' average daily haul
was $34,053.51. He toyed with the previous
daily record of $52,000 — tying it four times
— before shattering it with a $75,000 win in
Game 38. He gave more than 2,700 correct
responses.
He combined an extraordinary
breadth of knowledge, uncanny skill
at sensing the precise Instant to ring
his buzzer, and a sharp competitive
instinct hidden behind his grin and
polite manner.

Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Mix five
cups of flour, the ginger and baking soda in
a large bowl. Set aside. Combine shortening
and sugar in separate large bowl with mixer.
Add molasses and lightly beaten eggs. Blend

shapes — men, birds, animals and letters of
the alphabet.
Gingerbread has many variations -— from
fruit gingerbread, to Scotch gingerbread to
nut gingerbread These all are made with the
same basic ingredients: shortening, sugar,
egg, molasses, flour, soda, spices, hot water
or fruit tuice. Today, gingerbread most commonly is formed into tiny men or houses.
They can be decorated with different candies
to make them more aesthetically pleasing
and tasry. Here are some recipes to spice up
your holiday season.

well. Gradually add dry ingredients. Knead
in remaining flour, if necessary. Chill dough
one hour for best rolling results. Lightly
grease cookie sheets. Roll out dough to 1 /8inch thick directly onto cookie sheets. Cut
patterns, removing excess dough.
Chill 10 minutes before baking. Bake
for five to eight minutes. Let cookies
cool. Next, to assemble the house, make
a simple cardboard house to use as your
base to help hold the house together.
Begin applying cookies to the cardboard
using your frosting as glue. Once cookies
cover the entire house you can decorate
with colorful candies such as gumdrops,
peppermint sticks and licorice.

Cooking
101
In the mood for sonic
chocolaicv gingerbread cookies? Go to
www.thebreeze.org lo
find out how to satisl\
your craving.

SOURCE
Walt Wanner, www.foodnetwork.com

WALK TO CAMPUS
APARTMENTS
3 BR Furnished Condos on S. Main St. (5 minute walk to JMU)
4 BR Furnished Condos on S. Ave. (10 minute walk to JMU)
i5 BR Furnished Condos on S. Main St. (5 minute walk to JMU)
/// units personally managed by owner.
Twenty Five years of experience servicing student rental leases.
For further informatiQn, call 487- 4057 or 435- 1752. 8 a.m.- 10 p.m.
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SELLING MY BOOKS FOR CASH
CHANGED MY LiFE.
BUT iNDIViDUAL RESULTS MAY VARY

JMU Bookstore proudly supports the University
by donating $20,000 in book scholarships.
Enter to win at any of our 4 buyback locations!
TTUT
I Sweepstakes i7
O
in our online drawing or
instantly win cool prizes
or in-store discounts.
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BOOKSTORE
www.jmu.bkstr.com • (540)568-6121
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Dukes
ground
Eagles
Young scores
16 for second
straight game
FILE PHOTO
Junior guard John Napario and the
DutuM suffered their first to.. Monday.

BY MATTHEW STOSS

assistant sports editor

Dukes fall to
Mountaineers
After opening the second half
with a 13-0 run to extend its lead to
16, Appalachian State continued on
to defeat the JMU men's basketball
team 78-69 in Boone, N.C.
The loss drops the Dukes to 2-1,
while the Mountaineers improve to 3-1.
Senior guard Daniel Freeman led
the Dukes with 18 points, making 8
of 16 field goals.
Sophomore forward Ca veil Johnson
was JMU's second leading scorer for the
evening as he finished with 16 points
while posting 7 rebounds.
Appalachian State's Chris
McFarland led all scorers with 20
points. JMU finished with four
players in double-digits for points.
Freeman, Johnson, sophomore
guard Ray Barbosa who had 13 and
freshman center Gabriel Chami who
dropped 10 before fouling out midway through the second half.
The Dukes next play Saturday,
against Hofstra University in the
Convocation Center. Tipoff is 7 p.m.
—from staff reports

MEN'S SOCCER

Murray to play
for Canadian
National Team
Freshman midfielder Tristan Murray
was invited to join the Canadian Men's
National Under-20 Soccer Team and will
play on the squad later this month.
Murray will compete against the
U.S. Under-20 National Team Dec.
18 and Dec. 24.
The Brampton, Ontario, native
scored two goals in 2004.
Murray started all 19 of JMU's
games this fall and was named to
the Colonial Athletic Association
All-Rookie Team. He also garnered
All-Tournament honors at the )MU/
Ramada Inn Invitational.
— from staff reports

FOOTBALL

ASa
wi.iiiinao
A-10 teams
set for second
Four Atlantic 10 teams will play
in the NCAA Division I-AA quarterfinals Saturday.
It is the first time in the history of
D I-AA that four teams from the same
conference reached the second round.
The College of William k Mary
hosts the University of Delaware at
12 p.m. Delaware defeated William It
Mary 31-28 earlier this season.
JMU travels to Furman University
for a 3:30 p.m. contest. The Dukes defeated Lehigh University 14-13 in the
first round. Furman was victorious
over Jacksonville State 49-7.
The University of New Hampshire
travels to the University of Montana
for a 4:00 p.m. game. New Hampshire
is 8-0 on the road this season.
The national semifinals are scheduled for Friday, Dec. 10 and Saturday
Dec. 11, respectively.
— from staff reports

CAROLYN WALSBR/JWOTpJwtugwptw
Redshirt Junior tailback Raymond MUM rushed for 191 yards on 29 cantos In JMU's 1413 victory over Lehigh University Saturday. Hlne* has three straight 100-yard game*.

GIANT STRIDES
BY JAMES IKWIN

Hines shoulders offense,
carries backfield down stretch

sports editor
At 5-foot-9, 175 pounds, Raymond Mines hardly
epitomizes the ideal stature of a Division I tailback, let
alone one that helped save a team's season. Yet, that's
exactly what Hines has done.
"We wouldn't be here without him," coach Mickey
Matthews said of the redshirt junior from Hyattsville,
Md. "He's just stepped up."
Despite his small frame, Hines stepped into some
big shoes in 2004, tilling in admirably for two of the
Atlantic 10/s most productive tailbacks
Hines began the season as JMU's third option
behind redshirt sophomores Alvin Banks and Maurice
Fenner. But when injuries forced them out of the lineup,
Hines was pressed into starting tailback duties.
His performance has been nothing short of remarkable
"Ifs kind of funny how people step up," redshirt
sophomore quarterback Justin Rascati said. "He was
considered diird string but you see how good he is. He
gives everything he has and he just runs hard."
Counting last weekend's 14-13 victory over Lehigh
University, Hines has accumulated 935 yards on 181 carries
this season, good for 4.6 yards-per-touch. His seven touchdowns are tied for second most on the team this 9

Numbers
Game

Fresh off a tournament championship in the Florida Atlantic
Thanksgiving Classic Nov. 26 and
27, the JMU women's basketball
team continued its winning ways
Tuesday, dropping visiting Coppin State 66-54 before 650 at the
Convocation Center.
Tuesday was JMU's first home
game after its season-opening loss
80-67 to Virginia Tech Nov. 23.
"A win is a win and I can't complain," sophomore center Meredith
Alexis said. "But, we went out and
played flat. We need to pick it up
in practice."
A win may be a win, but languid
play is certainly not preferred in the
eyes of a coach.
"It definitely was not our best effort," third-year JMU coach Kenny
Brooks said. "We were very lethargic in the first half and you can't do
that against Coppin."
The Dukes picked it up after the
intermission, outscoring the Lady
Eagles 31-17 in the second half. JMU
would go into the locker rooms
down by 2 on the legs of a late Coppin State push that saw it go on a 120 run and usurp the lead, 31-25.
"In the first half, we just executed on our plays," Cbppin State
forward Sherrie Tucker said. "In the
second half, we didn't execute any
of our plays."
Tucker was the game's leading
scorer with 20 points, 16 of which
came in that first half.
"We didn't know that she could
shoot that well," Alexis said.
Offensively, freshman forward
Tamera Young kept the Dukes
close with 12 points and finished
as Madison's leading scorer with
16 - including 5 rebounds and 3
steals. It was her second-straight
game with 16 points.
"Tamera Young was the difference
with her athleticism," Coppin State
coach Derek Brown said. "When [JMU]
see WOMEN, page 21
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see HIMES, page 21

Dukes face tall task at Furman
latrisnaea

BY JAMES IRWIN

sports editor
The Dukes look to advance to
the NCAA Division I-AA semitirials for the first time in school history Saturday when they take on
the Furman University Paladins in
Greenville, S.C
"If we win, this will be the
best team in JMU history," coach
Mickey Matthews said.
To entrench themselves as
the best team in school history,
Matthews and the Dukes will need
to defeat a Furman team that has
qualified for the playoffs five times
in the last six years. The Paladins
spent the majority of the 2004 teason ranked among the top three
teams in the country.

Saturday. Dec 4. 3:30 p.m

m

Paladin Stadium
ESPN GamcpUn

Matthews, however; is confident, and one reason is because the
Dukes play in the strongest conference in D I-AA.
"We're battle-tested on the
road," Matthews said. "We've had
a lot of tough conference games on
the road this season." .■
Against Furman, that should
bode well for the Dukes, who have
not lost a road game to a I-AA
school all season.
"You cannot underestimate the
Importance of our road success,"
Matthews said. "Especially going Mo

a bon's den like Furman where they've
won between 80 and 85 percent of
their games In stadium history."
Another factor is familiarity.
Though the Paladins and the Dukes
have not met since 1982, Matthews
has history with Furman stemming from his days as a defensive
coordinator and assistant coach at
Marshall University.
"I'm extremely familiar with
their football program," Matthews
said. "Not so much their personnel but when I was at Marshall, we
played them and it was intense."
Intense could very well describe
this game, matching two teams
with conflicting strengths. Furman
enters ranked No. 12 in the country
see GAME, page 21

scored 16 points In JMU's 66-54
win over Coppin State Tuesday.
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Sometimes your mind can play tricks on you. Like when you think you're saving money ordering your textbooks online.
But add in the shipping charges and all the time you spend waiting for delivery, and those 'big savings" could disappear
quickly. At efollett.com you can order your books today and pick them up at your campus bookstore tomorrow. And pay
nothing for shipping. Now that's a real deal!

s.

No shipping charges

j
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BOOKSTORE
www.jmu.bkstr.com • (540)568-6121

ollett?com
ONLINE. ON CAMPUS.
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HINES: Tailback
dashes for five
100-yard games
HINES, from page 19

"Having all of those yank
speaks lo ability," Matthews
said. "But, more importantly, it
speaks to durability."
What's most impressive
about Hines' durability is that
he has shouldered the load
predominantly by himself.
Over the past three weeks
Hines' 17 carries have accounted for over 60 percent of
JMU's rushing attempts.
"Right now, we don't have
anyone else to really spell him,'
Matthews said. "Raymond realizes that, so he just plays."
However, Hines downplays
the excessive workload, calling
it part of the game.
"Nothing different goes
through my head," Hines said.
"I know 1 have to make a play
and I have to do my best."
Mill, Matthew-, said Hines'
.ibility to make big runs in key
rituatkm gives him all the
markings >•! ,i gmal tailback.
"All the great backs, when
they get tired, that's when
they make their best runs,"
Mallliews said. "And Raymond's that way."
Case in point: Up 14-13 late
in the fourth quarter against
Lehigh, )MU turned to Hines
to preserve the victory. Huns
ran for 11 yards and then 18
yards on his 28th and 29th
carries of the game, respectively, allowing the Dukes to
run out the clock.
"I just think the way he has
stepped up has been great,"
Matthews said. "It's the classic case of a youngster who
was patient, worked hard and

waited for his turn to show
what he can do."
Lately, Hines has shown
he can do a lot
Since taking over as the
featured back, Hines has averaged 133.6 yards-per-game. He
has rushed for over 100 yards
in four of |MU's last five contests and has scored five touchdowns in the last four weeks.
"He played well when he got
his chance," Matthews said. "But
beyond that, he has improved
his game each week."
Rascati added, "He'l small
but he's a tough guy, and he
loves getting the ball. I didn't
really consider him third-string
from the beginning."
Of course, Hines doesn't
play like the average thirdstring back either.
"It's actually kind of crazy
with how well he's done," Rascati said. "We're giving him the
ball and he's getting it done."
And the Dukes are content to
keep giving him the ball.
"1 know 1 have to step it
up," Hines said. "I was just
waiting tor the opportunity to
come. I'm going to give my 110
percent each week."
As JMU prepares for its
most important game of the
season Saturday, Hines is ready
and Matthews is confident
about what he will get from his
starting tailback.
"He maxes his iMIIHn.
on the field," Matthews said.
"Whatever he has in his body
to help us win a game, that's
what he gives us."
And thaf s why the Dukes
are still playing.
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As this is our final issue be- fou are probably wondering
fore the break formally known IOW we got such a celebrity
as Christmas, this will be our last o grace our humble graphic
Picks of the Week for the year.
- don't worry, we are too.
Yes, I am sad, too, but
But right now. I feel very
probably not as sad .is vou
mart, as coach Matthews and
because you don't have to
are congruous in our seleclay it out every Thursday tions. And I figure he is a proand wait for certain mem- fessional football coach so he
bers of the Picks of the Week must know what is going on.
regular prognosticators to All you other pickers are done
turn in their predictions
and should just forfeit now
Anyway, this week our because 8-0 weeks are forthguest predictor is head foot- coming for both the coach and
b.ill I o.ich Mickey Matthews. I. (1 can write all this because

', i \tl\. from page 19

need to put a lot of pressure on
their offense and we will."
Matthews also said the
Dukes have to be more productive on offense to win. That
means JMU will need a strong
game from redshirt junior tailback Raymond Hint's and an
efficient passing performance
from
redshirt sophomore
quarterback Justin Kasi ,ili
Last weekend against Lehigh University, Hines ran
for 191 yards on 29 carries
Rascati was 14-19 for 122
yards. Both players had rushing touchdowns, accounting
for all of JMU's points.
"We need to be more
consistent offensively," Matthews said. "We would like
to have a 50/50 mix in terms
of running and throwing the
ball if possible."
The Dukes and the Paladins kick off at 3:30 p.m. at
Paladin Stadium

Virginia Tech

Auburn

Auburn

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

Pt
Pittsburgh

there i^ no more Picks of the
Week commentary, in which
1 could look like an absolute
moron and have to recant my
egotism with total humility.)
Also, if you are curious,
I did not wait to see what
Coach Matthews picked. We
did our selections individually, autonomous of one another as he did his in his office and I did mine in mine.
In other Matthews news:
because he is a sports figure,
we are hence forth claiming

Virginia Tech
Tennessee

Virginia Tech
Auburn

Green Bay

Philadelphia

turgh

Pittsburgh

him as part of the sports department so we, the sports
department, can hold all the
medal positions in the final
Picks of the Week standings.
I figure its OK. He is as much
apart of this nction .is we are
In fact, it it weren't for him,
we would have no sports
section. This also leaves the
ranking administration with
nothing but a higher salary,
(which some would argue
is probably better, but I say
screw them, we win).

WOMEN: Four Dukes
score 11 points or more

GAME: Dukes try
to dismount Paladins
in rushing offense, averaging 233.25 yards per game.
The Dukes conversely boast
the best-run defense in the
nation, yielding just over 82
v.nds pn oontMt
Matthews said several other factors also may come into
play, namely Furman quarterback Ingle Martin.
"He's just a great athlete,"
Matthews said of Martin. "He
can really run and he makes a lot
of plays for them. He will remind
everyone of Lang Campbell."
Campbell is one of the
main reasons why JMU is on
the road this postseason, after
leading the College of William
& Mary to a 27-24 win over the
Dukes Nov. 13.
Matthews is determined
to have better success against
Martin.
"We have 50 sacks this year,"
Matthews said "We're going to

Virginia Tech

AMY PUT*V MplHH rdiUH

Sophomore guard and reigning scoring leader Laslay
Dickinson passes In traffic during JMU's win Tuesday.

WOMEN, from page 19
sity," Dickinson said. "We did
came out of their sets, she a good job of that coming out
came to the open area and re- after the second half."
JMU put together a couple
lieved pressure. She's six-one
and quick."
of 6-0 runs to pull away from
So far, the true freshman is the Lady Eagles to close out
averaging 13 points a game and the game. Four Dukes finished
6.7 rebounds, while logging an with double-digit points: Dickaverage of 29.7 minutes. She inson, Young and Alexis, who
played 34 Tuesday.
posted 11 in addition to 9 reTamera does things that just bounds while only playing six
make my jaw drop," Brooks'said. minutes in the first half after
"She's so explosive and athletic."
picking up two quick fo- '
In the second period, it
''he's getting cheap fouls,"
didn't take long for the Dukes Brooks said. "She going to have
to reclaim the lead, as sopho- to learn how to play with foulmore guard Lesley Dickinson ing but I'm happy with the way
stepped in front of a Lady Ea- (Crystal Btooki stepped in."
gle pass and took it the other
The senior center. Brooks
way, unguarded for the go- was the fourth with doubleahead lay-in.
digit points, contributing II
Dickinson's basket put. the
With the win, JMU improves
Dukes on top for good. She fin- to 3-1, while Coppin State falls
ished with 12 points, 8 coming to 3-1. The Dukes are next in acin the second half.
tion Friday, when they take on
"The coaches told me to the College of William & Mary
pick up the defensive inten- in Williamsburg.

Last chance before Christmas to apply for the sports intern position!
Submit a resume to The Breeze office in the back of Anthony-Seeger.
breezesports@hotmail.com '
x-86709

steaming hot I a 11 c s
a in a / i ii i! I II n (I
<i i" t o p enings
live music
c u 11 u r e
you're in college now.

Weekly Events
Mondays: Son;; w riters circle
"I larrisonburg's Besl Open Mid"
Flash Back Tuesdays:
Been There, Done ["hat. In something
new for once,
Retro Music from the 70's and 80's
WET! Wednesday*:
Wei your scratch) ihro.it with .1 mu< h
needed potion.
Thursdays: Live Music
Friday & Saturday: Weekend Blowout

coffeehouse and cocktail lounge.
47 Court Square Downtown
540-432-1179

artfuldoduer.orcj

11 el oil Some Steam!)'
Sundays: Open Dj's - Bring your own Vinyl!
\ll shows are Free
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Downfown: 433-3017

&0MF0CT AND INSPIPATION *4-1-3(^5

MEXICAN GRILL
HHIHMHflHH

ON THe \M6& AT WWVJ.S?IWTUAUTY.O)M

TOPICS TO em-ope:
Spirituality \rfeUne*». Self/Identity relationship*.
£areer/Wor*place. Financial Security Current Cvent*
VISIT 6HAT POOMS
Pegieter for inspiration delivered to four e-mail addreM
ITS FOP YOU !!!

Y£ome taste tlje^best

Chicken purrito
in town!

Good
withluck
exams!
i£k

540-364-1515

■»

223 Burgess Rofd, Harrisonburg.VA
Q
•—risonburg Crossing Shopping Center -f
'Ion. - Sat.II am - 10 pm :*•>
Sunday i

H?JAC Card acceptedS?

Attention All Juniors!
Looking for a fantastic summer job? Come to Valley Health System for a chance to enhance
your nursing skills and gain more confidence in the clinical setting.. .all at a great rate of pay!
«

Valley Health System

mmer Nurse Extern Program
June 6th through August 13th
Free Housing Available
If you are a rising senior in an accredited BSN Nursing
Program, here is what you will need to apply:
• A completed VHS Employment Application
• Two clinical faculty letters of recommendation
• A current minimum GPA of 3.0
• A current BCLS certification

Questions?
Contact Bettina Fiery, RN Recruiter
(866) 712-3792 or (540) 536-6907

In addition to the diverse patient
care experiences, you will benefit
from informative seminars featuring
in-depth topics such as:
• Arrhythmia Recognition
• Physical Assessment
• Respiratory Therapy
• Advanced Wound Care

WvWleyHealthSystem

Classifieds
55A k 55B WEST FAIRVIEW 2
bedroom each $560
mo deposit
year lease' August wired
DSL
large yard I block from campus
(540) 433-0984 or cblantfri

AH I Ml ION
PARENTS
Oral
Investment.
End-unit
lownhouse.
Stonewall Heights Cloie 10 JMl". mill
bus-route JI27.5O0 (5*0) 434-7651

MASSANUTTEN SKI RESORT 4
villai available Sun.. 102/05 thru
Sat. IDR/05 - J650 p« week - daily
rates avail- Call Ed at (813) 654-8991.

lowMiioisis lBtamm,3ini3ti.

■numal dryer, 1130 Ml View. 1132 Ml.
Viesi t285 Xugusl Lease, 433-2126.

HOUSES
.1
Bedroom-1355
S
Main. 4 Bedroom-413 S High St..
3 Bedroom-ino & 1173 Harrison
St June/ August. Lenea 433-2126

VVIIIRI Will VIII
LIVE NEXT
YEAR7 JMUoflcampu. com is the
most comprehensive FREE website
listing the best boasts, lownhouses.
tfm UmuU
Md
iir-.lu:iu- hosasaal
for
2005-06
JMUogcampm com

ELIZABETH STREET 5 bedrooms.
porches,
hardwood
foots,
clhemel.
appliances.
568-3068.

DON'T LIMIT YOUR HOUSING
search lo just a couple of properties
Sec
JMVoffcampu3.com
The
majority of JMU housing options
are all in one place free, easy, and
always
open
JmVoffcampmcom

HISTORIC DISTRICT Kill SE 4 BR I
I 2 bath, laundry, parting, deck 112 West
Water St. $265 June lease. 234-8584.
K \Mt IMIIRIKII SI hnuhedhasemcni.
parking, laundry, hardwood noon,
AC. Behind Olde Mill, I s 14 Central
Ave., $265 12 month lease. 234-8584.

SPRING
\MI(IR
SI MMI R
2005 One
large
room in two
room apartment al Hunters Ridge
$300/
month.
murphtrfajmu am

I \xl
MARKI I
\PT
2
Bedrooms, dilutes Included. DSI
$500 month deposit Wesi I
1
bedroom houses, DSL $560
month
plus
deposit
433-0984.

LARGE
LIVING
AND DINING
AREAS in our two bedmom apartments
Visit
HWW cailleproptny.com
for
floor plans, availability and prices.

SPACIOUS HOUSING FOR 20052006 Compare our 4 - 8 tenant houses
and duplexes See photos, availability
and prices II nnwrV»rfajni|MiijUsaji

si Ml I I I It II Ni > ONE BFDROOM
Apartment in a home Private entrance
furnished, one bathroom Walking
dislanceloJMU J375 month 434-7522

THREE
OR
FOUR
BEDRt > >\l
HOUSE*
fin rent June to June
lease. Close lo campus Groups only.
Washer and dryer included Raw
to 1325 per person. Call 433-0380.

REDUCED
RENT!
SPRING
si HI f ASI■• Room foe rent in Ashby
starting in Jan but cm MM HI earlier.
Awesome apartment with .1 females
looking for male or female. IKI I
IS 11 KNET. CAIII I \M> I'lliisi !
Contact for more info: cmcninujmti cjo
or
(540)
4

5 Bed 3 Bath Townhouse W furniture
li'l.uitt- in JMl i Available now
$220priKoiim Prefer(iniups 8206161
Home Search Ouida i54(n 820-6161.

HEY DUKES!

THRU BFDROOM 2 1/2 BATH,
I niversity Court. $270 Each. Large
r<*>m. Available August. 433-2221.

WHO'S YOUR
FAVORITE MASCOT?

OLDMILLS FOR SPRING SEM $250,
include Internet, phone, water, and cable.
Very clean and quiet contact me al vu
JaKl3QjKHmail.com (540) 421-2041

THE DUKE DOC!

289 A 291 '9? i sMPBFl I MRU I
lownhouses will be available June 1.
2005 for yearly lease Call 433-6047

SUPPORT THE DUKE Doc
IN THE CAPITAL ONE
MASCOT CHALLENGE!!

ACROSS FROM HOSPITAL 212
Canirell
Aveeighl
bedrooms,
2.5 baths, laundry, parking. June
lease.
$2240 00
(540)
234-8514

IVOTT TODAY & EVERYDAY!) AT

NICEVICTORJANHOUSE4BR,wood
floors, high ceilings, DSL, laundry. AC,
large yard $265 June lease. 234-8584.

EXAM

wnw.capilalonebowl.com

WEEK

THE BREEZE

NEED ROOMATE!!! Time is running
out and we really need a roomate for
the Spring 2005 Semester. I live in
Southview with 3 other girls and I am
graduating in December and moving
home Please let me know if you
need a place or know someone who
needs i place Email me for all the
details THANKS!! (301) 367-6411

SPRING
SUBLEASE-REDUCED
RENT! I barm/ bath in South View- J330
rent price negotiable Begins January- but
can move in earlier Only females need
apply Please contact 1804) 307-0365

ORAD OR TEACHER EFFICIENCY
I tax naal.l-BR new kitch . carport,
wash/dryer, whirlpool tub. gas fireplsce.
utilities, incl. pet OK, near town. $450
Check web st: hap '/wwwfirtspacn.
com/michele nasell/ PennLairdRcnlal.
html call 908-8414

DOWNTOWN 73A East Market 2
bedroom WOO 00 month depoMi
lease August Utilities included aired'
DSL (540) 433-0984 or i Mirrd rira isrr.

Good Luck on Finals,
Happy Holidays,
& Have a Safe and Fun
Winter Break!
We'll see you in January!

ALMOST NEW Large I BR, good
location,
available
I'l/OS,
W/D.
DW. no pets. $500 (540) 433-IS4*

SALE
Mil

FlIRNITURF
FOR
SALE
Solid
oak futon sofa (queen sire bed), up
graded 8" mattress. Night aland to
match (2 drawers). Both are new.
Call
434-4425
for
information

MODEL WANTED $75 lo $150 per
hour. Local Photographer needs model
for occasional projects, serious inquires
please.conlacl
Peder
Productions
pcdertinlelosnet (540)255-1427

SUV FOR SALE 2002 Cadillac
Escalade. Fully loaded. I4K Miles. One
owner. Call 434-4425 for information

WANTED

liiMIII.LS
SPRING
SUBLEASE
Will
negotiate
price!
M'
f
needed'
(540)
438-2870.

9 'I l>'~- 1995 JEEP WRANGI Ik
66k miles. 5 spaed, soft lop. great
icindilion
$7,000
(540)
8334145 after 5 pm (540) 421-2296

SPRING SI'MMrR 2(815 FOX HILLS
rent $325/negotiable. give you good
deal, fully furnished male female, 3 cool
roommates, aeiuil. kmcycirtaymutdu.
iJogglUtKcaol.om (407) 625-8310.
FOR RENT Two bedroom apartment
with fenced in yard for your dog! w/d dw,
ac. Large livingroom. 560.00 per month.
540-564-2659 www.caslltpruperty.coM.
TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT'a Hunters
Ridge For 2005-2006 school year 4
Bedroom's 2 Balhs. Washer I Dryer W
SPA. $300.00 per person 1540)298-2716.
ROOM FOR
SUBLEASE
tor
spring 05 al Mill apt. all male
roommates, third floor 305 monlh.
>imhhim(&m*tau. (434) 941-2679.

iONI INI st RVI YSM\M S
5'" wan licil'.n,ll,.lrunkcom

BARTtNDING' 525(1 day Potential.
No
experience
necessary.Traimng
provided. (800) 965-6520 Ext2l2

1996 SATURN SI.2 powered sunroof 5
speed cruise control 92500 miles food
condition aaking $2900 (540) 56841555

ItiXIIII I
IOWNHOME Fumuhed.
4-BR. 2-BA. 2 living areas. W/
D. AC, DW Great location! 12/
month lease 8l/05-7/3|iTJ6. 1325/
person Call Craig (973)865-6376.

MMISIIR
BRRAK
WORK
THROUGHOUT VA 1-5 week work
program in customer sales svc. Great
pay. Can continue during school. All
ages 18*, Conditions apply Call now,
interview after finals m your hometown.
Fan-fax /
NOVA:
701-159-7600.
Fredencksburg: 540-785-2254 Newport
News: 757-596-6622 Roanoke
SW
VA: 540-345-9966 SoulhsideRichmond:
804-897-499I.
Virginia
Beach:
757-456-2324 West End
Richmond
4300
Nationwide:
800-28)2063 (804)270-2546.

CAR FOR
SAIL'
1994 Nissan
Allima, awesome
condition, low
mileage, cd, ac. power everything.
$3300
neg
(757)
869-0374

THREE BEDROOM TWO BATH.
Patio.
Washer/Dryer.
University
Place. Available January 1. 433-2221.

HiWMIilUSI
KIR
RENT
@
Hunter's Ridge
4
Bedrooma\ 2
Baths.
$1.20000 per monlh or
$300.00 per person (5401 298-2716.
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Blk '92 $1800 nag good
condbon call
anytime
on
cell:
"1-215-5194
(leave
message!
'pinautajmu eju or (540) 374-2131
COLLEGE
LIVETI \ I
I 111
SOLUTIONS ProfessHmal Membership
w uh anitedstreaming video library C. D.
-NEVER III I MUM NED"! Bookstore
Price $99: will sell for $79. Rthrkali
PokHUtomall com or call (75 7) 561-9094
LOFT FOR SALE Need 10 get nd
oP t50 (negotiable) (540) 793-4120
91 BMW IIKI Good Condition I.15K"
CD, power everything. $2500 obo
(540)421-7570

SNOW SPORTS PHOTOGRAPHY!
We're looking for people to lake pictures
of skiers and snow hoarders of all ages and
levels. If you enjoy an exciting, dynamic
work environment and love the outdoors,
this la perfect for you! Experience a plus
hut not required Skiing and photography
will be taught on sue. (540) 442-1463

ADOPTION Loving, secure couple
seeks 10 adopt infant. Will pay all legal
and medical expenses Please call Karen
and Greg colled at (703) 317-41713

STS TRAVEL
loin America's #1 Tour Operator.
Cancun. Acapulro. lamaica,
Bahamas, Florida.
5t\\ (rips, earn cash v (ravel free:
1-800-648-4849

SPRING
BREAK!
Bahamas Party

Cruise

$299

Cancun $469
Jamaica $469
Uxxat Pncts On Sera* Brut

GUABAHTEEO

.Springlrt«kTr«v«l.<on
ADOPTION loving, childless couple
wishing 10 adopl an infant. Willing to
pay medical and legal expenses Call
< ollecl BobandDianne(4IO)848-89l5

SKYDIVE! One day tint Tandem
jumps from 11,500' from our 22 jumper
aircraft. Gift Certiftcals! 877-DIVESKY
(877-348-3759)

SPRING BREAK HI Spring Break
Vacations' Cancun, Jamaica, Acaculco,
Bahamas. Florida at Costs Rica.
Campus Reps Wanted' Free Meals!
800-2)4-7007 endleiiuimmfrtom.com
«l
SPRING
BREAK
WEB8ITEI
Lowest
prices
guaranteed.
Free
meals' Book II people, gel Ihe 12th
trip free! Group discounts for 6*
vi ii ii S/>rtngBreakl>iscounl\ com
or
I-800-838-8202
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK Celebrity
Cruise' 5 Days from $279! Includes
meals, port-taxes, exclusive beach parties
with 20* of your favorite tv celebrities
as seen on Real World, Road Rules,
Bachelor! Great beaches, nightlife.
Ethics award
winning
company!
am ».SpriitgBrea*7>av*/.com.
1-800-678-6386

1-800-678-6386
i
REPS!
SPrUNO
BREAKERS' Lam money or discount
for all ihe hoi Spring Break
New: las Vegas. Puerto Vallarta
28 years of Student Travel. Two
free trips - 15 travelers. 1-866SPRlNQBreak
866 777-4642.
WH'M «in./iri»rhrra*.rom
SPRING
BRFAK'
CAN
APAPULCO. JAMAICA From $459 4
tax. Florida $151' Our Cancun Prices are
SlOOIcss than others' Book now' Includes
breakfasts, dinner Ethics award winning
company. View 500 hotel reviews and
videos al ww*'SpringBreokTra\*l < >i"t
I -800-678-6386.

The DUKE DOG is
appearing on the
Today Shoutl!
Watch NBC"s

Today Show
tomorrow (Dtxembo 3)
at 9am to see your
favorite mascot!

SPECIAL!

$

2 2 for
10
Medium, 1-Topping Pizzas
Still hungry? Try our

New Papa's Buffalo Wings
Spicy Buffalo or Mild Chipotle BBQ
Served with Bleu Cheese or Ranch Sauce
Ask about our

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

lunch and late-night specials!

Monday-Thursday

433-PAPA

10:30 am-1:30 am
Friday-Saturday
10:30 am-3:30 am

We Accept

433-7272
www.papajohns.com

Sunday
10:30 am-12:30 am

LESSON tt1. HELP THE ENVIRONMENT...
WASH AT A PROFESSIONAL CAR WASH!

Season Rentals Available NOW!
4
1110 Virginia Ave (RT42 North)
3171 S Main SI (RT11 South)
1926 Oeyerle Ave (Behind Valley Mall)
1041 W Market St (RT33 West)
Got 3mmunw
frasa when atarting
a bay with J3

\
C

(540) 433-5800
www.miraclecarwashonline.com

snowboards or skis just $89
ALL .2004-2009 gear in stock
Come in TODAY!
Cy [JO W raisao

540 433 7201
Services may vary by location

LESSON f>2. MIRACLE WASH CARDS SAVE MONEY'
The card is FREE
$%&$>)
Every 6" wash is free
Prepaid option (20% student bonus with ID)
See attendant or on the web at www mirecl ewes heard corn

LESSON #3. SPOT FREE RINSE = LESS WORK = MORE PL A Y!

www.skiskate.com
51-PPurgessRd.
(turri behind Qulztios)

Mon-Frl 10-7
Sat 10-6 Sun 12-5
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Playing in the dark: Endless c av<
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Adi Manager
t la carle editor
Asst. ii la carte editor
1»(. a la carle editor
Copy editor
Photo editor
Photo editor
Art Director
Graphic* editor
Webmaster
Online Editor
Advisers

Cover Story

Alison Fargo
li la cane is. «i itwwiHty
entertainment guide
Kelly Jasper
afliliatnlwilh IMU'i
Malt Lastner
>ttidcnl newspaper.
Lisa Gerry
ITw Breeze.
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Nathan Chiantella
Amy Paterson
Jennifer Chanthapanya
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Patrick Smith
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What's l>i>t when it's cold:
" Winter funderland
/>!/ Erin I ee

But baby It's cold outside
In/ Kathleen VIcGrait'
Harrisonburg Fire! Night
bii Jessiia (iroover
Sledding I lotspots

Cinema
■

Stjr Chattel
Get the ill on celebritit •
and movies

Contact us:
Lisa Gerry:
The Breeze
568-3846
Gl Anthony-Seeger Hall
breezefocus@hotmail. com
MSC6805
Cheryl Lock
James Madison University
or Sylva Florence:
Harrisonburg,Va 22807
568-3151
breezevariety@hotmail.com
(540) 568-6127
Caite White:
568-6729

Calendar
I Ipcoming Events

Holidays
la carte!

USA GERRY7'senior photographer

•I P

Want to win a $10 Buffalo Wild Wings gift certificate? If you think you know where this was taken
from, visit www.tnebree2e.0ry with the correct
answer and randomly be selected for the prize.

3fcMacondo's

•<zvtd

cteti

s\ Caribbean Restaurant

^J

Tuesday Night is Student's Night!
Bring your student ID to receive

*££&* 5o%o&yowmea\l
432-0851

Coffee, coffee,
and more coffee!
Chai Tea
Cafe White Mocha Latte
Cafe Peppermint Mocha Latte
Iced Mocha Cappucmo

Across from
Blueridge Hall!
600 University Blvd.
433-2867
MOM.

Cafe Mocha Latte

Fri
7:00a.m.

00 p.m.
7:00pm.

Sun

Write for a la carte

Desserts
Tuxedo Brownie
Pumpkin Bar
Reeses' Peanut Butter Pie

x 8-3846

Apple Cinnamon Cakes
Lava Cakes

m

ny sandwich;
* with purchase of 2 drinks

not valid w/any other offer
a/coupon only
one pt order
expires 12/31/04

valley
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PHOTO AND STORY BY AMY PATERSONIpholo editor

Endless Cavern* provide* hours of adventure with tunnels to be explored, light shows and three bat species.

Playing in the dark: Endless Caverns
Road Map for Dummies: Take Interstate-81 North for about 12 miles to Exit 257. Turn right off
the exit ramp onto North Valley Pike. Drive for four miles until you see a huge sign for Endless
Caverns The drive up to the visitor's center is about two miles. Park there and head inside to buy
tickets. There are signs pointing you in the right direction all the way from 1-81 so you can't miss it.
Time: About 20 minutes from JMU.
.,
Tis the season: Discovered by two boys and their dog while hunting rabbit, Endless Caverns
has been a popular spot for scientists, explorers and even some partygoers during prohibibon.
It is a great place to visit all year because the caverns always are about 55 degrees inside. Tours
(lhr 15 min each) run from 9 a.m. to 4 or 6 p.m. (depending on the season). Endless Caverns
are a ereat place to warm up in the winter or escape the heat in the summer. If you want to see
the bate, visit during the colder months, and if you want to turn the trip into an overnight visit,
check out the nearby campground during the warmer months.
Why the trip's worth the gas: Where else can you see three species of bats, shadows that
look like your favorite cartoon characters and a light show all in one place? There also are
gorgeous rock formations and an entertaining tour. Try the metal puzzles in the gift shop,
but be careful not to miss your tour trying to solve them.
... .
What to stuff in your bag: You'll need your camera, comfortable walking shoes (the tour is
about a mile long and the ground can be slippery at times), a sweatshirt, $14 for admission and
some extra cash in case you find something at the gift shop you can't live without
Who should ride along: The fun will be endless if you visit the caverns with anybody
from your significant other to your great aunt Sally - as long as everybody s excited
and ready to use their imaginations.

CAROLYN WALSW/senior photographer

Downtown Books Is located at 49 W. Water St.
under the parking deck. The bookstore specializes
In new and used books, as well as novelty cards,
postcards and music. The store Is closed Sundays.

Tree farms provide opportunity for adventure
Farms like Chittum Tree Farm in Churchville busy with tree-cutting families
BY CLAY GAYNOR

contributing writer
The weather is crisp, and everyone is
beginning to think of Christmas. For many, this
means sharpening the saw, packing the car with
family and friends and heading to a Christmas
tree farm looking for the perfect pine or fir to
place the star on top of.
This means people like Rick Chittum, owner of
Chittum Tree Farm in Churchville, are getting busy.
"The first two weekends in December
are the busiest," Chittum said, who mainly
grows Scotch Pine and Douglas Fir on his
80-acre farm.
After 30 years in business, Chittum said the
number of buyers coming to his farm remains
"pretty steady," adding that his goal is to sell a
thousand trees a year. Outturn's typical customers

are families with kids of all ages.
"A lot of kids have been coming out for
years, so when they come home from college they still come, or their folks just send
them," Chittum said.
, This is the case for senior Maureen
Whitebread. "Cutting down a tree is so
much more rewarding than buying a precut tree, or having an artificial tree,"
Whitebreak said. "As my sisters and I are
getting older and leaving home, it is one
tradition we look forward to and can look
back on and smile."
Chittum plants new trees every year, deciding how many pines or firs to plant based on the
demand for each over the past few years.
"The trees are planted as 2-year-old seedlings,
then if s another five or six years until they're ready
to sell," Chittum said, adding that the Douglas Firs

need eight to 10 years to mature.
The trees are shaped in a process called
shearing early every summer. This involves
cutting back new growth to prevent it from
becoming spindly, giving them the classic Christmas tree look customers expect.
Chittum noted that this year's large amount
of rain made for a great growing season.
Because of that, people Will notice their
trees looking healthier and lasting longer.
Senior Justin Simcox remembers his family's tree from a wet year. "If you cut down
your own tree, it will last a lot longer [than
buying one at a lot]. In fact, we had a tree up
until my dad's birthday in March one year
when I was in high school," Simcox said.
So when winter break gets here, pack up the
family and a saw and keep a Christmas tradition going — or for that matter, start one.
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WinterFUNdertend
Massanutten offers abundance of winter activities
■

•BY ERIN LEE

Senior-writer
■

■

". AsV tile- air grows colder and show begins
rins to fall,
resist the uxge.to. hibernate and take adyantag
wintery wonderland. Just a few miles away
ay ft
from
campus; Massanutten Resort offers a variety of snow
activities "fdr'students and tourists aJ ike.
The resort was built in 1973; .Wijhtbiee
snow.sports io chopse from -r-snoW'skiing,
snowboarding and snow tubing Tr-M^ssanutteh
Resort stays busy-duxing the winter. '•'•':.".
"It is a close pixkinaijy to campus, andifre-fact that
you can get a Way [from campus] so quickly without '•*•'•
having to spend/much' time" in the car is the best part about
Massanutten,'' assistant ski area manager Kenny Hess said.
There are 1.4 slopes and traUs for-siding and
snowboarding/ as'well as a snow tubing park.' HesS
add^dthat Massanutten plans to open-around Dec.
3 "if weather permits, since.it must be at least, 28
degrees td thake snow.
■ For those who never have skied or-showboarded. Or
are just hoping to polish their skills, lessor&are-ayaflabje • .
at the resort. "All of our lessons mirror each other on
those two disciplines," Hess said. Tubing.doesnot re<juire
lessons, buf it usually sells out on the weekends' and
holidays,' so Hess advises to come during the week in
order to avoid'dodging large crowds • . •
College days offer college students skiing and
snowboarding for a reduced rate of $20 starting,
Jan. 5 to Feb". 25 from Wednesday to Friday fpr the
twilight session from.,12:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. Members
of the ski and snOwboatding clubs on campus get
special discounts, Hess said.
Checkout www.thassresonxom for price information
and snow conditions. ■
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Harrisonburg First Night
New Year's Eve celebration fun for every generation
BY JESSI GROOVER

contributing writer
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But Baby it's Cold Outside
Keep warm during winter -monfhs while having fun
BY KATHLEEN MCCRA^

contributing, writer.
•\ Need some ways to keep warm
(and busy) during the holiday season?
Try out these fun ideas guaranteed
to keep you moving during .the cold
Winter months.
... Don't just rent movies — instead
head to Court Square Theater (433-9189)
in downtown Harrisonburg and check
outwhaf s playing. (Look oh page 7
at the calefidar for ideas.) With a wide ' •
variety of movies, live performancesand concerts, there's something that's
sure to please everyone.
& might be too cold to lie outside and
Stars
H^!JL ^
**** your sweetie' 3° instead,
•check out JMU's planetarium for thesame
effect. Not only is it warmer, but you won't
have to lie on wet grass.
Get a bunch of your friends together'
and go so You Made It! (434-4500), the

paihf:your-own-pottery
6tore dowfitowh, to make some
personalized holiday gifts for those'
hard-to-buy-for people.
Take advantage of your dorm's
— or apartment's -+- kitchen by holding
.a marathon holiday baking sessjon'with
.•couple friends. Baking Supplies are
• cheaper than you'd think,, and cookies
make great gifts.
Buy some knitting needles and fun
yarn and knit your own scarf to keep ■
you warm, or a hat if you're feeling really
ambitious. Don't know how td knit? Ask the
employees who work at Ragtime Fabrics
(434-5663) right off the square downtown
— they'll set you up with a class.
• The possibilities are endless, and you
can always bring everyone inside arid,
make a bunch of hot chocolate. •

This New Year's Eve will mark the 13th year that Harrisonburg
has celebrated the ringing in of the new year with a lavish celebration
— First Night Harrisonburg. If you're up for food, fun and festivities,
check out First Night Harrisonburg downtown around Court Square
on Dec. 31.
First Night Harrisonburg takes to the street with over 50
performances of music, theatre, dance, storytelling, magic and a
fireworks show. The event kicks off in the afternoon with the annual
event's first 5K run.
Joan Strickler, festival executive director, said there is something for
everyone throughout the night.
"What people do is plan their evening depending upon the evening
they want," Strickler said. "A [young] person with their friends would
want to come around 8 or 9 o'clock until midnight. Ifs continuous
entertainment from 6 p.m. until midnight."
The early evening events starting around 6 will be more centered
toward the younger audience with fireworks at 9. With most
performances outside, downtown Harrisonburg shuts down
around Court Square.
Tickets are sold in advance after Dec. 5 in Plan 9
Music Stores, Sheetz and James McHone Jewelry for
$7. Tickets are $9 on-site. The fee will grant access
to all performances.
Strickler said First Night Harrisonburg
offers a small city celebration worthy of
anyone's time.
'Ifs an intergenerational thing,"
Strickler said. "If s a good small city
atmosphere. You feel positive about it"
There is also a little incentive
added to ring in the New Year.
"We give out
noisemakers before
midnight," Strickler
.:«.
said.
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Eminem's new album experiences no setbacks
BY ALEX VEIGA

Associated Press
Eminem's new album
debuted atop the charts,
following a decision by
the rapper's record label to
move up the album's sale
date amid piracy concerns.
"Encore*' sold 711,000
copies between Friday and
Sunday, according to Nielsen
SoundScan.
The
media
tracking firm's figures cover
all U.S. album sales for the
week that ended Sunday.
Behind "Encore" were
three compilations by country music acts Shania Twain,
Toby Keith and pop diva Britney Spears. Twain's "Greatest Hits" sold 530,000 copies,
while fans bought 435,000
copies of Keith's "Greatest
Hits 2." Spears' "Greatest Hits:
My Prerogative" sold 255,000.
"Encore" was originally
slated to be released Tuesday, but Eminem's label,
Universal Music Group's
Aftermath/Interscope, decided to move up the sale
date after tracks began turning up on Internet file-sharing networks.
The release date of

Eminem's previous album,
2002's "The Eminem Show,"
was released four days before its original sale date,
selling 285,000 copies in
three days. A week later, it
sold 1.3 million copies.
Record labels put a premium on racking up strong
sales in the first week. But
last-minute changes in re
lease dates can be dicey because advertising and promotion deals often hinge
on the timing, which can
be designated months or
weeks in advance.
That hasn't kept record
labels from altering the release date of recordings by
several high-profile acts in
recent weeks. Universal's
Geffen label moved up the
release of rapper Snoop
Dogg's latest album, "R&G
(Rhythm & Gangsta): The
Masterpiece," to Tuesday, a
full week ahead of the original Nov. 23 sale date.
Sony BMG Entertainment's Columbia Records
label also opted to release
the new album by pop trio
Destiny's Child a day ahead
of schedule, citing worries
over piracy.

rUfciirafi itifr

Top 10 Flick Picks
1. National Treasure
(starring Nicholas Cage)
2. The SpongeBob SquarePants Movie
(starring Alec Baldwin)
3. The Incredibles
(starring Samuel L. Jackson)
4. The Polar Express
(starring Tom Hanks)
5. Bridget Jones: The Edge of Reason
(starring Renee Zellweger and Hugh Grant)
6. After Sunset
(starring Pierce Brosnan and Salma Hayek)
7. Ray
(starring Jamie Foxx)
8. The Grudge
(starring Sarah Michele Cellar and Jason Behr)
9.SeedofChucky
(starring Bill Boyd and Redman)
10. Saw
(starring Danny Glover)

ANDREW MEDICHYINI/AP

Eminem break* It down at the MTV Europe
Music Award* concert hi Rome, Italy, on
Thursday, Nov. 18.

VRCE:Y«fc90!

TheSantaland Diaries
December 3-30

by NPR humorist David Sedaris, adapted by Joe Mantello

The anti-holiday show for students!
Special ticket prices
BI.\CKFKI\KS Call 1.877. MUCH.ADO
' "'
www.shenandoahshakespeare.com

Write for a la carte
x 8 3846
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TUNES
Nothin' Fancy, a bluegrass band, will perform Dec. 3 at The Pub.
Stable Roots, a reggae band, will perform
Dec. 3 at The Little Grill around 8 p.m.
Ras Revolution will play Dec. 4 at Dave's
Downtown Taverna.
Todd Schlabach will perform Dec. 7 at
Dave's Downtown Taverna.
Who Is Plan B will play Dec. 9 at Dave's
Downtown Taverna.
Jeremiah Prophet Band, whose style is
mostly pop/rock, will perform Dec. 10 at
The Little Grill around 8 p.m.
Regular Sauce, a rock 'n' roll band, will
perform Dec. 10 at The Little Grill around 8
p.m.
Josh Mayo will perform Dec. 14 at Dave's
Downtown Taverna.
The Blooms, a bluegrass band, will perform
Dec. 15 at The Little Grill around 8 p.m.
Proutt & McCormick will perform Dec. 16
at Dave's Downtown Taverna. Goldsmyth
will play Dec. 18 at The Pub.
The Worx will play Dec. 29 at The Pub.
"6th All-Star Tribute to Hank Williams,
Sr." will be at Court Square Theater Dec.
30 at 7:30 p.m. This perennial sellout is
an evening of great fun. Tickets are $20 in
advance and $22 at the door.
Dueces Wild will play Dec. 31 at The Pub.
"Songwriters' Circle Open MIc Night"
will be every Monday in December at Artful
Dodger in downtown Harrisonburg.
Flashback Tuesdays will be every Tuesday
in December at Artful Dodger. Retro music
from the '70s and '80s.
David Pope Quartet will perform every
Wednesday at Dave's Downtown Taverna. T
DJ Night will be every Thursday in December at Biltmore Grill.
Jimmy-O will play every Thursday night at
Finnegan's Cove. There is no cover charge.
Latino Night will be every Saturday at La
Hacienda. A mix of Latino music featuring
styles such as salsa, merengue, bachata,
reggae, cumbia and hip-hop.
Open-DJ Night will be every Sunday in
December at Artful Dodger. Bring your own
vinyl.
International Night will be every Sunday at La Hacienda. Music from around the
world in such styles as hip-hop, techno,
salsa and reggae will be played.

PLAYHOUSE
"The Santaland Diaries" will premier at
Blackfriar's Playhouse Dec. 3. The "antiholiday" holiday show for grown-ups, "The
Santaland Diaries" is a hilarious one-man
play about the author's experiences as an
unemployed actor/writer taking a job as an
elf in Santaland at Macy's department store
in New York City. The show starts at 7:30
p.m. Reserved tickets are $21, and general
admission tickets are $17. See. www.ishakespeare.com for more ticket information and

Calendar
showtimes.
Auditions for "Crimes of the Heart" will
be held at Valley Playhouse Dec. 6-7 from
7-9 p.m. Two men and four women are
needed. The show will be Feb. 16-26.
"A Christmas Carol" will be performed
at Blackfriar's Playhouse on Dec. 8 at 7:30
p.m. Expect to be right in the middle of this
well-known tale and experience new twists,
surprises and a production filled with music
and cheer for the whole family. Reserved
tickets are $28 and general admission tickets are $20. Call 851-1733 for more information.
"Mad Dogs & Englishmen," of Blue Ridge
Theater Festival, will perform at Court
Square Theater Dec. 8-18. Showings on
Wednesday-Friday are at 8 p.m., showings
on Saturdays are at 2:30 p.m. Call the BRTF
box office at 564-1998 for ticket reservations and more information.

CINEMA
"Broadway: The Golden Age" will be
shown at Court Square Theater Dec. 2-5.
The show is an award-winning documentary
on the history of the Great White Way. Live
musical theater numbers will be performed
by Blue Ridge Theater Festival's Youth
Ensemble before each screening. Showings
on Thursday-Saturday will be at 7:30 p.m.
Sunday's showing will be at 2:30 p.m. Tickets at the door are $6 for adults and $5 for
students and senior citizens. Call 433-9189
for more information.
"Seducing Dr. Lewis" will be shown at
Court Square Theater Dec. 16-19. The
movie is a beguiling story of a ragtag fishing
community on a tiny, impoverished island
who must persuade a young Montreal-based
doctor (David Boutin) to live in their town
in order to get a much-needed new factory.
Thursday-Saturday's showings will begin at
8 p.m. and Sunday's showing will be at 2:30
p.m. Tickets are $5 at the door.
♦"Closer" starring Julia Roberts, Jude Law
and Natalie Portman opens Dec. 3. Comedy/
Drama.
'""Blade: Trinity" starring Wesley Snipes
opens Dec 8. Action/Adventure and Suspense/Horror.
•"Ocean's Twelve" starring George Clooney, Julia Roberts, Matt Damon, Brad Pitt
and Catherine Zeta-Jones opens Dec. 10.
Action/ Ad venture, Romance, Thriller and
Crime/Gangster.
*"The Aviator" starring Leonardo DiCaprio
and Kate Beckinsale opens Dec. 17. Drama.
•"Lemony Snicket's A Series of Unfortunate Events" starring Jim Carrey and
Meryl Streep opens Dec. 17. Comedy and
Kids/Family.
♦"Spanglish" starring Adam Sandier and
Tea Leoni opens Dec. 17. Comedy.
♦"Flight of the Phoenix" starring Dennis
Quaid and Giovanni Ribisi opens Dec. 22.
Action/Ad venture.
*"Meet the Fockers" starring Ben Stiller,
Robert De Niro, Dustin Hoffman, Barbra

*
Streisand and Blythe Danner opens Dec. 22.
Comedy.
♦"Fat Albert" starring Kenan Thompson
opens Dec. 25. Comedy and Kids/Family.
♦"The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou"
starring Bill Murray, Owen Wilson, Angelica
Houston, Cate Blanchett and Willem Dafoe
opens Dec. 25. Comedy.
♦Although the dates are tentative, these
movies will play at Regal Harrisonburg 14.
Check local listings for times and ticket prices
by calling 434-7733 or visiting their Web site,
www.uatc.com.

BOOGIE
"The Nutcracker" will be presented by the
Rockingham Ballet Theatre in Cole Hall of
Bridgewater College Dec. 3-4. Friday's show
is at 7:30 p.m. and Saturday's show is at 3
p.m. Reserved tickets are $10 for adults and
$8 for students. General admission tickets
are $7 for adults and $5 for children. Call
828-0026 for more information
Free Shiatsu Chair Massages and Yoga
Classes will be given at Oasis Gallery Dec.
3 and 17. Relieve the stress of the holidays
with an evening of relaxed shopping, a chair
massage and an introductory yoga class with
expert instructor Diana Woodall. Massages
and shopping from 5-6:30 p.m. and yoga
from 6:45-7:30 p.m.

CRAFT
Ladies Night and Paint 'til You Faint at
You Made It! Paint your own pottery will be
every Tuesday and Thursday in December
from 5-8 p.m. Get 20 percent off one bisque
item $20 and up.
Portraits by Mary Chiaramonte will be
painted at Oasis Gallery in downtown Harrisonburg in charcoal or ink Dec. 2 from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. Portraits are $35 each and
will take about 20 minutes for adults, kids,
pets, in person or from a photo. Call 4428188 or come in for an appointment.
Christmas Arts & Crafts Show and Sale
will be Dec. 3-5 at the Rockingham County
Fairgrounds. Call 879-9417 for more details.

ETC.
Harrisonburg's Annual Holiday Parade
will take place Dec. 3 in downtown Harrisonburg on South Main Street. It will start at 7
p.m.
Generations Crossing 5K Run/Walk will
take place Dec. 31 at 3 p.m. The race will
start in front of the Municipal Building in
downtown Harrisonburg. All ages are encouraged to participate. Race applications are
available at Runner's Corner and all Mr. J's
locations.
First Night, Harrisonburg's New Years Eve
celebration will take place Dec. 31 in downtown Harrisonburg. Buy tickets at Plan 9
Music stores, Sheetz and James McHone Antique Jewelry for $7 or on site for $9. Festivities are from 6 p.m. - 12 a.m.
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Now Hear This
Celeb entertainment quotes (AP)
"I focused on everything about me
that's seen death and feels old and is a
mom and feels drained and disappointed by life. And he focused on everything that's hopeful and young about
him. And, somehow, we met in the
middle." Angelina Jolie, via AP Television News, who plays Colin Farrell's
mother in the new Olivrr Stnnr movie,
"Alexander." Jolie is just a year older
than Farrell.
"Blanche is a sex-craving, man-hungry,
glamorous vamp from Atlanta. And
I'm not from Atlanta." Former "Golden
Girl" star Rue McClanahan
"With my first album, 'Jackpot,' three
times platinum was my goal. Hitting
the jackpot you get the money. With
my second album, it's time to power
ball, splurge a little bit, live a little bit.
Live how you want to live, do what you
want to do and just enjoy life." Rapper
Chingy. explaining to AP Television
News why his latest album is called
"Power Ballin'"
"It's wild. I'm a golfer, I'm not a
person in Hollywood. I'm not a person
who is all over the tabloids. ... For some
reason it made news." Tiger Woods
told AP Television News. Woods was
caught off-guard by media coverage
of his wedding to Swedish model Elin
Nordegren.
"I have been on over 200 individual
rides now. Not once has anyone recognized me, which is perfect for me."
Former Van Halen frontman David Lee
Roth, who is in training to become a
paramedic.

"SpongeBob's job is to just be positive
and think that every day is going to be
the best day ever. The people around
him either find that delightful or... just
irritating." Tom Kenny, who supplies
SpongeBob SquarePants" high, nasal
voice. A new film sends the Nickelodeon cartoon deep-sea sponge to a "real
world" both simple and surreal.
"Ain't nnhndy sticking me, that's why
I dropped it." Rap artist Snoop Dogg,
who couldn't hold the ball while running through drills with the top-ranked
Trojans football team.
"My idea of fame was a tour bus,
northeast region of the country, three
months, theaters of 3,000 people.... I
never had aspirations of being in KISS
or Led Zeppelin. It's funny because
growing up in the '70s that was the
biggest, that was the coolest, that was
it. That wasn't where I was reaching
toward. It wasn't for me. I wanted to be
Bob Dylan." Rocker Jon Bon Jovi
"I've never said that I wanted to go into
movies. I've been offered a couple of
things like "The Pink Panther,' but my
football comes first It was quite a good
part apparently." Soccer star David
Beckham.
"I've enjoyed some wonderful food,
some of the best crab cakes I've ever
eaten. I've also had something different, that was really I guess an Arkansas
specialty deep-fried artichokes and
they were just wonderful." Aretha
Franklin, who sang with the Arkansas
Symphony Orchestra in advance of the
opening of former President Clinton's
library in Little Rock, Ark.

People in the News
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Former Jackson 5 entertainer Jermaine Jackson, older
brother of pop star Michael Jackson, has filed for divorce from his wife of nine years.
The Superior Court divorce petition, filed Nov. 19, to dissolve the marriage of Jermaine and Alejandra Jackson asks that their children _ Jaafar, 8, and Jermajesty, 4 _ live with
their mother. They live in suburban Encino.
The couple were married on March 18, 1995, and separated on Nov. 15. The court
document cited irreconcilable differences as the reason for the split. Jermaine Jackson, who
turns 50 on Dec. 11, has three children from a previous marriage to Hazel Gordy, daughter of
Motown founder Berry Gordy. He also has two children with another woman.

NEW YORK (AP) — Red-carpet fashion maven Steven Cojocaru, who has polycystic
kidney disease, says he hopes to have a transplant operation in early winter.
"There is a bit of a window right now where I have some kidney function," Cojocaru
said Tuesday on NBC's 'Today" show. "But basically I have to get a kidney transplant as soon
as possible. We're talking sometime in the near future, hopefully early winter."
Polycystic kidney disease is a common hereditary disease that affects about 600,000
Americans, according to Cojocaru, who became known for his snappy assessment of celebrity
awards show fashion.
"What I've learned is you can't ask someone to give you a kidney. You sit back and
hope your loved ones are going to come forward. And I'm completely floored by the people
who have come forward. Not only my close family and friends," Cojocaru said

ST. LOUIS (AP) — The University of Southern California is probing allegations that
Wal-Mart heiress Elizabeth Paige Laurie cheated her way through school, according to a local
TV station.
KSDK-TV said Monday the inquiry came three days after ABC newsmagazine
"20/20" cited Laurie, who graduated from USC, during a segment on cheating in college.
The "20/20" report was based on an interview with Laurie's freshman roommate,
Elena Martinez, who said Laurie paid her about $20,000 over 3 1/2 years to write papers and
complete other assignments. On Monday, a University of Southern California official said the
matter was "disappointing and strikes at the heart of integrity."
"One must do one's own work. One must not ask others to do work for them and try
to get an unfair advantage over other students," said Michael Jackson, the school's vice president of student affairs.
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